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THE INFLUENCE OF CHINA

UPON KOREA.

By Rev. Jas. S, GALK, B.A.

"For three thousand years the Great Empire Ta-guk)

has forced its history and teachings upon the little Eastern

Kingdom Tong-guk), with evident desire to annex the

same, not so much b}" force of arms as by appropriating the

thoughts and minds of men. How well she has succeeded let

ns endeavour to see.

Korea, in her relations with China, has ever been called

the East Kingdom or Eastern State Tong-guk or

Tong-bang), while China is none other to her than Tii-guk,

the Great Empire, or Chung-guk
(4«|^), the Middle King-

dom. This in itself, b}’ its expression of relationship,

will give a hint as to the influences that have been at work
through the centuries gone b}-.

In a brief surve}" of this influence it will be neces.sary to

note first ju.st at what periods the Empire has touched the

Peninsula.

In 1122 B.c. the Viscount of Keui a man great in

the hi.story of China, who refused allegiance to the one that

let him out of prison because in his mind he was a usurper,

and swore unending fealty to the tj-rant that put him there,

because in his mind he ruled bjHhe divine right of kings—this

Chinaman. Keui-ja (®T)» ™ade his way to the East Kingdom,

set up his capital in P'yhng-yang became, fir.st

and foremost, the father of Korea. Being a famous scholar,

the author, no less, of the Great Plan Hong-pum), one

of the most important sections of the Boo/c of History, it is not

surprising that his name has come down to us over a period

of three thousand years.

In his train came some five thousand followers, men who
were equally faithful to the traditions of the fathers, and who
refused allegiance to the usurping Chus (J^). [This inter-
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pretation of loyalty exists so universally in the minds of Ko-
reans, and is so firmly embedded there, that we are inclined

to think it was learned of Keni-ja, or at some distant date very
long ago,] But most important of all,, were the writings and
customs introduced at this time: they are said to be poetry

(If Si), history (^- Su), ceremony (jjifYe), music Ak)„
medicine (-^ Eui), witchcraft Mu), the principles of life

(I^PIt Eum-yang), divination
(

Pok-sii), and various arts

("g^X Pak-kong). These embrace most of Korea’s present

civilization, and certainly they include what has had more tO'

do with Korean thought and custom than any other influence,,

namely, the E-um-yang or the two principles in nature.

Ki-ja also gave his adopted people laws for the protection,

of .societju A note is appended here in the old histor}’, which

is interesting in the ligiit of the present day, “He found the.

character of the people fierce and violent,’’ and so, with the

express purpose of influencing them by an object lesson, he

planted many willows, the willow being by nature a gentle

yielding tree. For this reason P‘yung-yang was called the

“Willow Capital,’’ and to this day letters addressed to that

citj’ are marked Yii-kyung (flPTjV) fbe Willow Capital.

In 193 B,c a Chinese general called Wi-man
who had made his escape on the fall of the Chin djuiasty,

marched into P’yung-j^ang and drove out Keui-jun (^i^), the

descendant and successor of Keui-ja, forty-two generations re-

moved. Wi-man, who has no place of honour reserved him in

any of Korea’s temples of fame, has surely been overlooked,

for while he brought nothing of literature to commemorate
his invasion, he brought the top-knot, which still stands in

the forefront of Korean civilization.

A friend of mine, who loves the ancients, was scandalized

one da)^ by his eldest son coming home with top-knot cut.

He beat the bo3% and then sat for three da^’s in sackcloth and

ashes fasting for the son who had been lost to him by the

severing of the top-knot. A good Confucianist al.so who ac-

companied me to Yokohama, was so pestered by remarks

about his head ornamentation that he was obliged to have it

cut. The Japanese barber, smiling broadlj^ asked, “How can

you ever repay the favour I do you? ’’ The friend replied, in

Korean, under his breath, “To behead >"ou, you wretch.
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•would be the onh' fit pay,” It is one of the great gifts of

China—cherished and prized and blessed is the top-knot.

On the entrance of Wi-man, Ki-jun went south to

Keuin-ina (;^,^) or modern Ik-san of Chulla Province

where he set up the kingdom of Ma-han of

course carrying with him the Chinese civilization and cus-

toms of his forefathers. We are told that the people of these

regions were uncivilized; that though thej- built their walls of

mud and thatched their huts, yet they made the door through

the roof. {Would this account for the fact that there is no

native word for door, and that we have onh’ the Chinese word
uiim (P'j)?] They valued not gold or silver or silk, but were

brave and .skilful at handling the bow and the spear.

At this time also, fugitives from the Chin (^) kingdom,

who had made their wa\- across the Yellow Sea to Mahan,

were given land to the east, which the}' called Chin-han

They set up their capital at Kyong-ju and

became a subject state paying tribute to Mahan.

Thus at the beginning of the second centur}" b.c. we
find a Chinaman ruling at P‘yiing-3'ang, the descendent of

another Chinaman at Ik-san, and fugitives from the Chiu

kingdom of China in authority at Kydng-ju.

Following this, in 107 b.c., when U-ku the

grandson of Wi-man, failed to pay tribute. Mu of

the Han dynasty took forcible possession of all North
Korea, and divided it into four provinces, making Nak-nang

(^il) of P‘yfing-an (2p^), Nini-dun of Kang-wun

(iTi?-'.)' Hyun-t‘o of Ham-kyung and Chin-bun

of Pak-tu-.san (gSMlil)-

In 81 B.c. these were combined by the Chinese Emperor

So into two. Thus we see China’s hand, at the opening of

the Christian era, stretching all the way from the Ever-white
Mountain to the far south.

In 246 A.D. there was war between Pg of the

Wi (^) dynasty and Ko-gu-ryu in which 60,000

Chinese are said to have perished. Ko-gu-ryu, by an act of

treachery, assassinated the Chinese general, whose forces were

then compelled to retire. This was the first time that

Korea seems to have held her own though the fact is, that

she was entirely under Chinese leadership.
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In 296 A. I), an attack was made on Ko-gu-ryu by the

Vun emperor of China and victory gained, but on dig-

ging up the remains of Su-ch‘un (Ifjll), the king’s father

—

who had died in 266—many of the Chinese soldiers were killed

by repeated shocks of terror, and finally sounds of music

emanated from the grave. This so impressed the general

with the fact that great spirits were in possession of the place,

that he withdrew from the campaign and led his soldiers

home.

Spirit sounds disturb the peace of the people of the Penin-

sula more than any household cares or anxieties for material

things. Many of you, no doubt, have heard it said that on

damp cloudy days the spirits of those killed in the Japan war

of 1592 still collect in South Whang-ha and terrorize the

country with their wailings, and that dragon horses are heard

neighing night after night. This spirit thought has come

from China and is most deeply rooted in the native’s being.

I once said to a hunter, who was going into the moun-

tains late at night, “Are you not afraid to venture in

the dark?’’ His repl}^ was, “I wait in attendance on the

mountain spirit and so have no need to fear.’’

The superstitious terror that drove back the Yun

general still exists. Last December a man of some note in

church circles was drowned in the Han river. I am
told that his spirit comes out of the water frequently and

alarms the people of H;ing-ju.

In 372 A.D., when Ku-bu ( was king of Ko-gu-ryu,

Emperor Kan-mun (ffjjJC) of the Chin
( y-) dynasty sent over

Buddhist siUras images and priests, and from that date

Buddhism exi.sted in the Eastern Kingdom. Buddhism has

has been one of the secondary influences in Korea, though at

the present time it is relegated to an entirely obscure place

and is of no reputation. At this time also schools were estab-

lished for the .study of the Classics.

In 612 A.D., in the reign of Yung-3-ang

of the Su (li^) dynasty, who became enraged at the

failure of Ko-gu-ryu to pay tribute, sent an army of 1,133.800

men, in twent5’-four divisions, twelve on each side. The

histor}' reads “extending its array like the limitless sea,’’ the

object of the invasion being to utterh' destroy Ko-gu-ryu.
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After iiiucli fighting, in which Eul-ji-niun-tuk

led the soldiers of Korea, the Chinese army, wasted and fam-

ished, beat a retreat. The}" reached the Ch‘ung-ch‘ung (y||'^j)

river, and there before them seven Spirit Buddhas walked

backwards and forwards in mid stream, in such a way as to

allure them to destruction, making them think that the water

was shallow. Half and more of them were drowned and the

remainder are said to have fled to the Yalu, 450 //, in a da}*^

and a night. Onh" 2.700 of the vast army returned home.

Korea has erected seven temples outside of An-ju, near the

river where deliverance was wrought for her, the seven

temples corresponding to the seven Spirit Buddhas.

The Su dynasty of China has but little place in the

thought of Korea. The 0-ryun-]ia 7ig-sil tells

only three stories selected from its histor}", two illustrative of

filial piety and one of wifely devotion; but the second emper-

or of that dynast}", Su-yang, is remembered as the swell em-

peror of all time, his name to-day being the synonym for over-

dress and extravagance.

We come now to the time of greatest influence, the period

of the Tangs (/E). lu the year 627 .v.d., the Chinese

Emperor Ko-jo (ifjjjill) united all the known world under his

sway, and received from the three kingdoms of Ko-gu-ryu

(^j P«k-che and Sil-la tributeand ambas-

sadors. He gave to the king of Ko-gu-ryu the title Duke of

So-tong, to the king of Pak-che Duke of Ta-pang, and to the

king of Sil-la Duke of Nak-nang.

In 632 .-v.D. the Queen of Sil-la, Tuk-man received

a present from Ta-jong the second emperor of the

Tangs, consisting of a picture of the peony and several of the

flower seeds. She remarked on seeing it that there were no

butterflies in the picture and that she concluded the flower

must have no perfume—a surmise which proved to be correct.

From that date the peony became the king of flowers in Korea,

which too tells its story of China’s influence.

In 651 A.D. the king of Sil-la sent his two .sons to wait on

the emperor of the Tangs. One was a noted Confucian scholar,

acquainted likewise with Buddhism and Taoism, and him the

emperor made Minister of the Left. It seems as though the
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bond that had for a time been loosened during the minor

dynasties of China, was once again tightening.

In 660 A.D. T‘a-jong of Sil-la sent to China for help

against the kingdom of Pak-che, and Emperor Ko-jong

sent in response 130,000 soldiers. After a long and hard

struggle Pak-che and Ko-gu-ryu were wiped out. At the close

of the war the Tang general, Su Chung-bang took

as prisoners from Pak-che, King Eui-ja, the crown prince,

many courtiers, eighty-eight generals, and 12,807 of the

people. From Ko-ku-ryd he took King Po-jang, his three

sons and over 200,000 of the people. A great feast of rejoic-

ing was held in the capital of the Tangs and sacrifice was
offered to the spirits of the dead.

F'or 246 years Korea’s name was Sil-la, though it was in

reality only a province of the Tang kingdom.

Like a small voice comes the single word concerning Jap-

an “In the 5^ear 673 a.d. the name of Wa-guk was

changed to Il-pon (

0

In 684 A.D. a noted character appears upon the scene,

whose name was feul-ch‘ong (^^,). His is the first name
mentioned in the Y2i-hyul-lok or Record of Noted

Men. His father was a famous Buddhist and his mother a

Chinese woman of rank. His influence was equal to his at-

tainments, which were entirely of a Chinese order. He taught

the Classics Kyning-su') and so edited and prepared them

that posterity might understand their thought. He invented

also the Ni-t‘u (^^), as explained in the Korean Repository of

P'ebruarjL 1898, by Mr. Hulbert. They are forms for endings

and connectives indicated by Chinese characters and they prove

that Sril-ch‘ong was in every way a representative of the

influence of Chinese teaching and philosophy.

His is the first Korean name that appears as one of the

spirits attendant on Confucius in the Mun Temple

His stand is number fort3^-eight on the east side of the Master.

See Cho-tu-rok
(2tSf|?).

Under the gentle hint of a figure he once warned King

Sin-mun of Sil-la against the increasing influence of the

palace women. Said he, “In days gone bjq when His High-

ness the Peonj’^ came to live among us, he was planted in the

park, and in spring time bloomed and grew with beautiful
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stalk and highly coloured flowers. The Peach and Plum came

to pay their respects. There came likewise a maiden-flower,

the Cinnamon Rose, green -cloaked and red-.skirted, tripping

nimbly along, to say to the king, ‘This humble person has

heard in her obscurity of Your Majesty’s munificence, and

comes to ask if she may share the palace.’ Then there entered

the Old Man Flower, Pak-tu-ong, wearing sack-cloth and

bowing on his staff. He said ‘Outside the city on the road-

way I hear it said that though Your Majesty has viands of

every richness, yet you need medicine. Though you dress in

Chinese silk, you need a common knife-string as well. Is it

not so?’ The peony king replied ‘The old man’s words are

true, I understand them; yet it is hard to dispense with the

Cinnamon Rose.’ ‘But remember,’ .said the gray-bearded

flower, ‘that if }’ou company with the wise and prudent, your

reign will prosper; but if with the foolish, Your Majesty will

fall. The woman Ha-heui destro3-ed the Chin d5uiast3';

the woman SQ-si O (J|^) dynasty (both of China);

Mencius died without meeting a man that could save

the dajy P‘ung-dang held only a low office till he

was white with age. If it was so with the ancients, how will

it be now in our daj'? ’ King Peony replied ‘Peccavi; I shall

mend my ways.’ When Sin-mun heard this allegory

his countenance coloured and he said ‘Your words are full of

thought.’ ”

I mention the story to .show you the mind of Sul-ch'ong,

for he is regarded as the first of Korean scholars, j'et the per-

sons, the kingdoms, the pictures that occupy his thoughts are

all of China.

At this particular time attention seems to have been

drawn suddenly to signs and omens. For example, in 766

-\.D., two suns are said to have arisen in one daj^; three

meteors fell into the palace enclosure, and a comet appeared

in the west—all boding evil. This is taught by the Confu-

cian classic Spring and Autumn, where earthquakes, comets,

eclipses, are spoken of as portents of evil, death to kings, etc.

I find in the book A-hcui-ivitl-lam
( 5?.ivmi which is a

primer for children and an ideal book from a Korean point of

view, a chapter on omens and signs, citing examples of these

since the days of Yo and Sun, and there are .storms of blood.
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showers of rice, hail stones of rocks, rain squalls of sticks,

frosts of white hair, tiger and snake stories that out-do the

wildest West. All of which are referred to particular times in

China.

When General Kim-nak of Ko-ryu died on the

battle-field, King Ta-jo made an image in his honour and called

all the ministers to a feast. When wine was drunk, he passed

some to the image, and lo ! it opened its mouth, swallowed the

spirit and then danced before them. This also was an omen.

At this time the matter of filial piety became so firmly

fixed in the Korean’s mind, and of such distorted importance,

that he began from the year 765 a.d., to cut off fingers, etc.,

to feed parents on the blood. The practice of blood-feeding

seems to be of Korean origin. It certainl)’ shows how the

native has attempted to ont-do Confucius in his fidelitj’ to

this particular teaching of the master. A short time ago I

saw a man who had lost a finger of the left hand, and on

inquiry he showed me a certificate that he had received from

the government expressive of their approval of his filial

piety.

The second name mentioned in the Record of Noted Men,

is that of Ch'oe Chi-wun who was also a Kydng-ju

man. His influence ranks next to that of Sul-ch‘ong, and we
look for the place that China had in his life. We are told

that he made a journey to the Tang kingdom when he was

twelve years of age, that he graduated at eighteen and lived

in China sixteen years.

He and Sril-ch‘ong are the two seers of Ancient Korea,

and theirs are the only names of Sil-la that appear in the Con-

fucian temple; his being forty-eighth on the west side, corres-

ponding to Sul-ch‘ong’s, forty-eighth on the east. These two

show in how far the influence of China had extended toward

the minds and thoughts of the people of the Peninsula at that

date and what prestige an acquaintance with the Tang kings

gave to each one in his own countr}".

From the accession of Wang-gun King of Ko-ryu.

in 918 A.D., we read constantly of dragons and of references

to dragons. Wang-gun was said to be bright in mind, dragon-

faced and square-browed. With him came astrology (^ 11 .^

Ch‘un-si) and geography (jiji® Chi-ri), handed down from
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Meiiciii.s; military forms Chiiii-pup), from KangT'ii-gong

and spiritualism Sin-myung) from all the seers.

Signs and omens, all viewed from the point of and de-

scribed in the terms of Chinese philosophy, pointed to the call

of Wang-gun and the e.stabii.shment of the capital in Song-do.

W’e read {'rono-{ritk T'07ig-^^a7n) that the king chose a day

U Tfik-il) for the opening of the ancient treasure-houses.

The term Tak-il, or Choice of Day, has come down to us from the

STi-Jit7i or Book of History. The most illiterate native in the

countrj', when he sa3's “The attainment of health and blessing

Sang keui pok tuk) depends on the choice of day

(Tak-il),’’ bears witness to the universal influence of the most

dignified of Chinese Cla.ssics—even the Canon of Histor\'.

In 933 A.D. the Imperial Calendar first made its way to

Korea, and with it came the emperor’s .sanction of the new

name, Ko-r>'u, for the united kingdom.

In 958 A.D., in the reign of Kwang-jong, another factor

entered, .showing the influence of China, and .serving to bind

Korea .still closer to her, and that was the Kwa-gu (ICxamin-

ation). It dealt with the Confucian Classics only, and was an

examination in Si (|f), Pu (^), Eui (^), Plui-sim

T'yo (^), Ch'ak (H) and Kang-gyung as it developed

afterwards, though at that time it was called Si, Pu, Song(i^)

and Ch^ak. Si is the name of a poetic composition of eighteen

couplets, with seven characters to the line; Pn consists of

twenty couplets of six characters ; Piii and Eui~si77i deal wdth

the explanation of set passages
;
P'yo has to do with memorial

forms; (T/PaX’ answers que.stions, and Ka7ig-gy7t7iy; is an oral

examination.

This national ceremony, imported from China, has shaken

the countrj’ from end to end, and ever\" eye since then has

seen the influence of the Kwa-gu.

In the reign of Sung-jong, who came to the throne in 982

among a set of rules propo.sed b}- the scholar Ch'oc

Seung-no, the eleventh reads, “In poetry, historjq ceremony,

music, and the five cardinal relationships (O-rjum) let us

follow China, but in riding and dre.ssing let us be Koreans.”

At this time war began with the Ku-ran Tartars,

for Korea steadil}- resi.sted any advance on the part of the.se.
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claiming that she owed allegiance to great China only—then

the Songs—and not to barbarian tribes.

In 1022 A.D, we read that Han Cho brought from

China literature dealing with subjects which till to-da\’ ab.sorb

the minds and fortunes of Koreans. They were the Chi-ga-

Writings Pertaining to Geomaucy; the Yang-
t‘iik Chip-ch‘an the Law of House Selection, and

the Suk-chun Rules for the Two Yearly Sacrifices

offered to Confucius. We also read of the Keui-u-je

or Sacrifice for Rain, which His Majesty observed. I believe, in

this year of grace 1900.

At this time General Kang Kam-ch‘an, a Korean who had

defeated the Tartar tribes, was highly complimented b\' In-

jong, the emperor of the Songs. He .sent an ambassador to

bow to Kam-ch‘an and to say to him that he was th& J/it/i-ooA-

constellation that had fallen upon Korea. This too is in the

language of Chinese astrology.

In the year 1057 near Whang-ju, a meteor fell

that startled the people greatl)'. The magistrate sent it up to

Seoul and the Minister of Ceremony said, “At such and such

a time a meteor fell in the Song kingdom, and other .stars fell

elsewhere in China. There is nothing strange or unusual

about it.” So they returned the stone to \\'hang-ju. This

constant reference to the Great Empire shows in what measure

at that date Korea was under its influence. At this time also

a Chinaman called Chang-wan made a copy of writings

on Tun-gap magic) and Keui-mun legerdemain),

brought them to Korea and had them placed in the govern-

ment library.

The more we read the more are we forced to the conclu-

sion that Korea was under a mesmeric spell at the hands of

the Great Middle Kingdom. The Five Elements or

Primordial Essences, as the}' appear in the Great Plan of the

Book of History, written by the Viscount of Keni, perhaps

more than any other teaching, had already taken full po.ssession

of Korea. Let me read this to you as a sample from the 7'oiilc-

o-i(k 'Pong-gam “In the first month of FAil-ha

{1095 A.D.) the sun had on each side of it glaring streamers

or arrows, with a white bow shot through the centre. Si.x

days later the same phenomena were repeated,” and all the
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people waited to see what the omen meant. “In the second

moon when the king desired to muster out the troops, the

chief minister said; ‘Soldiers are designated by the sj-mbol

metal (^), spring by wood Metal cuts wood, so if

you move troops in spring time you will oppose the fixed laws

of nature Ch'rin chi sang sang chi ri).’ The

king did not regard this counsel and so he died in the fifth

moon.’’

In iio6 A.D. we have another example of divining by

the Book of Changes before King Ye-jong went out to figh.

the Lao-tung Tartars.

Little remains to be noted in the history of Korea, as the

great period of China’s influence closes with the Tangs. It

is true that the Song djuiasty that followed was greath"

honoured, and thirty- four stories in the 0-ryun-hang-sil are

taken from its histor}'. The Mings too have been remember-

ed and revered because the}- brought to an end the hated bar^

barian Wun dynast}% which had been set up by the descen-

dants of Gengis in 1280 a.d. To quote from a native author,

“The Barbarian Wiin destroyed the Song dynasty, took

possession of all the empire and ruled for a hundred years.

Such power in the hands of vandals was never seen before.

Heaven dislikes the virtue of the barbarian. Then it was

that the great Ming empire, from mid-heaven, in communica-

tion with sages and spirits of the past, set up its reign of

endless ages. But alas ! the Doctrine of Dut}- Sam-

gang) and the Five Constituents of Worth O-sang-

ji-do), along with Heaven and Earth, had seen their first and

last. Before the time of the Three Kingdoms Ha, Eun,
and IS] Chu 1122 B.c,), hoE emperors, intelligent kings,

honest courtiers and conscientious ministers conferred to-

gether; daj'S of peace were many, days of war few; but after

the Three Kingdoms, vile rulers, turbulent ministers and

traitors together worked ruin; da}^s of war were many, days

of peace few. Thus the state rises and falls according as the

Great Relationships are emphasized or forgotten. Should we
Koreans not be careful?’’

“The founder of the Mings (BJ),’’ who was a personal

friend of Ta-jo, the father of the present dynastjq “gave our
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country a name, even Cho-sun, and placed our ‘rice kettle*

at Han-yang.”

You will notice from this that the Golden Age of Korea

existed not in the Peninsula, but in China, and at a date prior

to 1122 B.c. or the time of Keui-ja.

Later, in the Japan war, the Mings saved Cho-sun, and so

to-day the 011I3’ tan or altar in the city of Seoul is called Ta
Bo-tan Great Altar of Thankfulness erected

in their honour, and six times a j'ear sacrifice is offered to the

three Ming emperors who had showed Cho-sun special favour.

The Ch‘ungs (j|^) of the present day are Manchu Tartars,

barbarians of course, and their dynasty has no place of honour

whatever in the mind of Korea.
As mentioned before, the great period of influence closes

with the Tangs and with the con.solidation of the Peninsula

into dne kingdom under Ko-ryu. Until to-day Tang stands

par excellence for all that is specially noted of China, Tang-

yiin is a Chinese ink-stone; Tang-in, a Chinaman; Tang-wha-

geui, Chinese porcelain; Tang-hong, Chinese red dye; Tang-

ko-keum, Chinese ague or intermittant fever; Tang-muk,

Chinese ink; Tang-numn, Chinese vermicelli; Tang-mok,

Chinese or foreign cotton goods; Tang-na-gwi, Chinese

donkeys; Tang-nvui, Chinese women; Tang-p'an, Chinese

printed letters; Tang-sa, Chinese thread; Tang-sun, Chinese

fans and Chinese junks; Tang-ja, Chinese medicine; Tang-ji,

Chinese paper; Tang-ch‘im, Chinese needles; Tang-ch‘o,
Chinese pepper, etc., etc.

The hi.stories that are read in native schools are never

of Korea, but of China, and they all close with the Tang'

dynast)’, if we except the short outline in the Tong^inong-s'nn-

^enp The Tong-gam a work written by

Chu-ja of the Song dynasty, which is the regular hi.stoi-y

read by all scholars, deals with China from the Chus to the

fall of the Tang dynasty. The Sa-ryok covers the

time between Yo and Sun (§V ^‘) and the fall of the Tangs.

The S7i-jnn or Confucian Canon of Hi.story, takes us

from the days of Yo and Sun to the Three Kingdoms (Ha.

Eun, Chu).
The impress of China has been so deep and lasting that

Korean native histories are not onlj'^ not studied, but are ex-

ceedingly hard to obtain. The Tong-guk I'cng-gant is not
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Isold in any of the book-stores, and j'et it is a history of Korea

dealing with the period from 2317 b.c. to 1392 a.d.

Korea has no native sages or Soug-hi A). Her sages,

who are revered and worshipped high as the heavens, all come

from China. Her first-rate sages or holj' men are eight in

nnhiber. Six of them are kings, Yo (iVi;), Sun (^), U (tij:),

T'ang (i^j), Mun (3iC)> Mh (ift;), and two of them scholars,

Chn-gong (InJ5V) Kong-ja or Confucius. Her

second-rate sages are An-ja (0-^), Cheung-ja Cha-sa,

Mang-ja Mencius, whose names appear

next to that of Confucius in the Mun (T5C/40) Temple or Ta

Sung-jun (A^i)clS)-

Of tho.se marked C7i'7//, m } W'ise Men, there are ten who

have places of honour in the same temple, and the}" are all

Chinamen, six are of No (*^), the native state of Confucius,

two of \Vi one of O and one of Chin (^).

Those of next rank, marked H)nin-in (^A), Superior

Men, are six in number, all of the vSong dynasty. Below'

the.se are the disciples, one hundred and ten in all; ninety-four

are Chinese and sixteen are Korean. The two of Sil-la are

Siil-ch‘ong and Ch'oe Chi-wiin who w’ere mentioned beforer

There are two of Ko-ryu, An-jni number forty-nine

on the ea.st side, and Chong Mong-ju (^^)^), number

forty-nine on the west. Why does this man of Ko-ryu, Am
yu, hold a place among all these hoi}" Chinamen? For this

rea.son ; he went to China in 1275 brought home
pictures of Confucius and of his seventy disciples, also dishes,

for sacrifice
;
musical instruments; the Six Classics—the Book

of Changes, Book of History, Book of Poetry, Ceremonies of

Chu-gong, the Canon of Rites and the Annals of Confucius.

He gave one hundred .slaves to .serve in the Confucian tem-

ple. Up to this time there had been no Confucian colleges.

He made his home the first college, and so put into motion a

force that was soon to overwhelm Buddhi.sm and all minor

native superstitions. He wrote a verse that is preserved still

in the paragraph on his life in the Record of Noted Men “All

the incense lights burn to Buddha. P'rom house to house they

pipe to demons, but the little hut of the teacher has its yard

o’ergrown with grass, for no one enters there.”
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The other honoured one is Chong Mong-ju. We are told

that he established schools in the interests of Chinese studj",

and last of all, like Pi-gan Ut=f) of China, he died for his

master. King Kong-3’ang. His blood Was sprinkled on the

stone bridge outside the east gate of Song-do, and the

wondering pilgrims gaze still at the marks that five hundred

years have not sufficed to obliterate.

Of the one hundred and ten disciples twelve are men of

the present Cho-sun dynast}', all honoured for their faithful-

ness to the teachings of Confucius.

Such being the nature of these centuries of Chinese in-

fluence Korea has to-da\' no life, literature or thought that is

not of Chinese origin. She has not even had a permanent

Manchu occupation to break the hypnotic spell of Confuci-

anism. Even her language, while possessing a basis of form

entirely different from that of China, has had the latter

language so grafted into it, and the thought of the same so

full}' made a part of its very essence, that we need the Chinese

character to conve}’ it. This will account for the native con-

tempt of the native script. En-mun (|S^) bas become the

slave of Han-mun ( and does all the coolie work of the

sentence, nameh-, the ending, connecting and inflecting parts,

while the Han-mun, in its lordU' way, provides the nouns and

verbs.

Out of a list of 32,789 words, there proved to be 21,417

Chinese and 11,372 Korean, that is twice as many Chinese

as native words- At the present time, too, the lan-

guage is being flooded bj' man)' new terms to represent in-

coming Western thought, and these are all Chinese.

In the Han-mun dictionary, or Ok-p^yun (]E^), thereare

10,850 characters. In reading these, the native endeavours

as far as possible to mark each character by .some native word,

which will approximately give the meaning, so he says Soi-

keuni or “metal In this search for native words that

will approximately designate the character he finds himself

lacking in the case of more than 3,000 characters. For 7,700

of them native words are found, but for the remainder nothing

even approaching the meaning exists in the native speech.

To sit down and write a story in native language, or
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Anglo-Saxon, so to speak, is, we may say, impossible. Here

is a sample of a laboured paragraph in pure Korean:

01 yu-ram-e yii-geui wa-su chi-na-nit-ka a-mo-ri tu-un nal-

i-ra-do tu-un-jul-do mo-ro-get-ko do i keul chu keul iiul-li po-

go keu ka-on-da deus-sal p‘u-ru po-ni u-ri-siik-ko u-su-un mal-

do man-ha na-ra il kwa .sa-ram-eui ma-am-eul tu-ru al-get-to-ta

i-je o-nan .sa-ram teung u-e do yef sa-ram sseun mal-i it-nan-

da keu gut o-su o-myun do cha-ja po-ri-ra keu-ru-han-da i nom-

i wei a-ni o-nan-go?

“This summer, we have come here to pass the time, and

how.soever hot the day may be we do not notice it. We
have been looking extensivelj- through this writing and that,

and have unravelled the thought therein and there are man}-

stupid and ridiculous things, that let us know somewhat of

national affairs and of the minds of men. And now on the

back of the man that is coming are other writings written by

the ancients. If they come at once we shall resume our

search. Why does not the rascal come? ’’

A glance at a rendering of something the same in pure

Chinese, which at the .same time is pure Korean colloquial,

will show how much more full and rich the language is.

( Keum-nyiln)-e-nan (chang-chang-ha-il)-eul (Puk-han-

san-sung)-e-su (su-gyun)-ha-ni (chung-sin)-i (soai-rak)-ha-}-u

(sin-t‘ye)-ka (kang-gun)-ha-ta (pi-su)-ha-gi-nan (Puk-han)-i

(tye-il)-i-ra (su-ch‘slk)-eul (yur-ram)-ha-go (i-wang-yuk-til-.sa)-

ral (sang-go)-ha-ni (ka-.so)-rop-ko (u-imi)-han (sa-juk)-i (pul-

so)-ha-}-u (kuk-sa)-wa (in-sim)-eul (ka-ji)-ro-ta (si-bahg) (ha-

in) (pyun)-e (ko-in)-eui (keui-rok)-han (su-chak)-eul (pu-

song)-ha-yot-ket-nan-da (ko-da)-ha-gi-ga (sim)-hi (chi-ri) ha-

to-ta.

“In the present }’ear we passed the long summer days at

the mountain fortress of Puk-han, where our minds were

freshened and our bodies strengthened. The north fortress is

first of all places at which to e.scape the heat. We have

searched widel}- through books and have examined into the

affairs of past generations and there are ridiculous and .stupid

things not a few by which one can indeed know of the affairs

of nations and the minds of men. And now by courier they

will have sent other books written by the ancients. We wait

with impatience, for their coming seems long indeed.’’
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Turning now to the popular literature of the day we find,

with scarcel}’ an exception, that book.s written in the native

script deal with Chinese snbjects and Chinese localities. Out

of thirteen that I picked up of the most common, sold every-

where throughout the cit}', eleven were Chinese stories and

two Korean. Even the Sir// Ch'ung Chun which is

said to make the women of Korea weep, has had to bring its

subject down 1500 years from the Song dyna.sty and over a

distance of 5000 /?.

The popular songs abso breathe of China. The first

sound that strikes the Korean baby’s ear, like "‘Ak-a ak-a u-

ji-ma-ra," goes on to speak of the famous ones whom the

mother hopes the child may resemble, and they are the two
emperors of antiquity, Yo and Sun, who lived 2300 b.c. The
song that you hear so frequently when coolies beat the ground

for the foundation of a hou.se has in it references to four per-

sons. The fir.st is Kang T‘a-gong ^ Chinaman of

the Chin dynasty, who died 1 120 b.c.; the second is Mun-wang

(^i)< the emperor of that time; the third is Yi T‘a-bak

the famous Chinese poet who lived A.u. 699-762;

the last is Han-sin a Chinese soldier, who lived 196

B.c. All of these are Ch ine.se heroes whom even the coolie

has deified and made gods of song.

In looking over the first two hundred odes of the Ch'ung

I\u Ak Chang, I find forty-eight names of persons mentioned

—

all Chinamen, without a single exception. There are fort}’-

four references to Chinese places and literarj- works, and eight

references to Korean localities like the Diamond Mountains

or Puk-han. However little the Chinese may seem to have

occupied Korean territory, of the language, literature and

thought they are in full possession.

Children who go to school learn first to read the Thousand

Character- Classic, a book written by a Chinaman, Chu Heung-

sa who lived about 500 a.d. The next book is

the Tong-rnong-sun-seup, by a Korean author. It begins at

once with the Five Cardinal Relationships of Mencius.

His is the first name mentioned therein, while the whole

book is an explanation of the principles illustrated b\-

the 0-ryun-hang-sil, to which is attached a short outline of

Chinese and Korean History.
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The history begins with a reference to T‘a-geuk

Eiim-3'ang and Oryun, and the names mentioned are those

of the Heavenly Emperor Ch'uu-whang-ssi), the

Earthly Emperor
( Chi-whang-ssi), the Human Em*

peror ( In-\vhang-ssi), the Bird’s-Nest Emperor jS;

Yu-so-ssi), and the Fire Elnperor Su-in-ssi) of the

fabulous ages of China, antedating Yo and Sun and contem-

porarj- with pre-historic man. Tucked in at the end is a short

outline of Korean historj- with fulsome reference to the

benefits and blessings received from Great China.

Among works of universal note in Korea, none stand

higher than the (>]»<^) and O'ryun-hang-sil, that illus-

trate the five laws of relationship. In the latter book the laws

are emphasized b)' stories gathered from various times and

sources. There are one hundred and forty-four stories in the

five volumes. One hundred and twenty-six are taken from

China, the Song, Han, and Tang dynasties being most largely

represented, and eighteen from Korea.

There are in Korea what are called Sa-myung-il (H9 ^ 0 j<

Four Great Holida3’s. The first is the Chinese New Year;

the second is Cold-Food Daj^ Han-sik) of the third

moon, observed in commemoration of a Chinaman, Ka-chi-

ch'oi, who lived in the 7th century b.c., and who perished

in a burning forest rather than compromise his political

integrity"—and so they are supposed to honour him by lighting-

no fires on that day. The third day is Tan-o of the

5th moon, held sacred in honour of Kul-wan also a

Chinaman, who committed suicide about 314 b.c. The
fourth noted day is the 15th of the 8th moon, the Chinese

Harvest Home Festival.

Less important holiday’s are: first, the 15th of the ist

moon, called the People’s Da>' (sa-ram-eui mj’Ung-il), when
bridges are walked. Concerning this daj* a Chinese poet of

the 8th centurj" of our era, who died from overeating, wrote a

celebrated verse. The second is Ch‘ung-myung
mentioned by poets of the Yang dynasty; the third is the third
da\^ of the third moon, at which time the swallows return to

Kang-nam (^]^-) China. The fourth is Nap-il (8|B),the
Day of Winter Sacrifice, which has been handed down under
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various names from the Han dynasty. The fifth is the

eighth day of the fourth mooiv or the birthday of Su-ka-mo-ne

ft)- Formerly this was held o^n the 15th daj' of the

ist moon, but being so- prominent, it partook too- much of the

nature of a national holiday, and so it was changed in the

Ko-ryui dynasty by Ch‘oi-si, Thus the Buddha gave wa>’ to-

Confucius, The sixth is Yu-tu of the 6th moon, also-

a day whose origin is in China. The seventh is the seventh da}"

of the seventh moon, the Crow and Magpie Day Kyun-u

and chik-nyu), which of course is Chinese also. The
eighth is the ninth of the ninth moon, when the swallows-

leave Kang-nam. The ninth is the winter solstice, called

Bean Porridge Day. Kong Kong-ssi a Chinaman,

who lived 2852 B.C., and in one of his playful moods broke

the pillars of heaven and destroyed the props of earth, had a

son that died and became a devil, a malignant and hurtful

devil. It was discovered later that there was only one thing

that he did fear and that was red bean porridge. For that

reason the natives plaster it on the gate walls on this par-

ticular day to keep him out—Bean Porridge Day,

In religion Koreans are ancestor worshippers, according

to their interpretation of Confucius. They worship also

Kwau-u the Chinese God of War, Three large tem-

ples are erected to his honour, one within and two without the

walls of the capital.

In magic and divination they follow the teachings of

Wun Chung-kang a Chinese sorcerer; and so im-

plicitly do they trust in the success of his divining, that his

name has become an adverb of certainty in the Korean lan-

guage, just ^we might say that such and such is John-Smith

sure to happen, where John Smith had proved himself as

infallible a prophet as Wun Chung-gang has proved to the

people of the Peninsula.

In domestic relationship, and in rank, office, and terri-

torial division, we can follow the Chinese guide book, and be

perfectly at home in Korea. The whole family system remains

as handed down from the Flowery Kingdom. The laws at the

present day are called {Ta-viy'iuig-yul Code of the

Mings. The Ceremonies are those of the Three Kingdoms

Sam-ta-rye). The six public offices are the same as
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tliose of China, the ranks, front and rear, with their nine de-

grees being identical.

As for proper names, the)' are not native like many of

those of Japan. Original Korean names are lost in antiquity,

and we have for persons, and nearly always for places, Chinese

names. The name Seoul, which is native and not Chinese,

.might be considered an exception, but it is not for it is really

a common and not a proper noun, meaning simply Capital.

To sum up the great influences under their most promi*

nent heads, they would probablj' be the T‘it-geuk the

Absolute, which appears on the national flag, as well as on

official gates and on the Independence Arch; the P‘al-gwa

Eight Diagrams; the Eum-yang (|^|^), Positive and

Negative Principles in Nature; the Yuk-gap Cycle

Symbols; the O-ryun (£.f^) and 0-hang the Five

Relationships and the Five Elements.

These have been drawn from the Chinese Classics, and

they rule to-day the thoughts and opinions of the most illiter-

ate of Korea quite as much as they do those of the educated.

To illustrate and to conclude I translate from the A-hexii

IVnl-lam The preface reads,
*
‘Creation was not

arranged in cosmic order from the first and so, off hand, it is

not possible to answer for it. If those who night and day

grind at study, fail to give a speedy answer to the question when
asked them, how can a child be expected to replj’ ? People

like to hear but dislike to look and studj\ And now there

come to me those who despise things distant from them and

who are diseased with show of flower and lack of fruit.

“Let us then gather together the deeds and writings of

the past and present, and taking the different schools, teach-

ings, inscriptions and current rumours, trim them off, set them

in order and make ten chapters out of the different works with

their countless heads.

“Amid great difficulty, you will know that it has been

selected most carefully. How well it has been boiled down I

leave you to judge.”

Then the book begins

“In the Great Yuk T'S-yiik), nothing was seen.

In the Great First T‘a-ch‘o), life began. In the Great

Beginning T‘a-si), forms appeared. In the Great Open-
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iJig Up (i:§^ T‘a-so), matter took shape. Before this came to

pass we call it chaos, but now that it is finished we call it

cosmos.
‘ ‘The Symbols Kun (|^), and Kon (ilfl), denote the changes

of the Absolute (T‘5-geuk). Before those two primary forms

were divided life had no semblance, but on the division of the

clear and the turbid, heaven appeared in form like an egg.

Heaven is the greater. Earth the le.sser. Without and within

there is water filled up to the brim, and the whole revoh’es

like a wheel,

“Heaven is the atmosphere of land and water (Su-t‘o),

which, being light and clear, flies upward and like a cover en-

circles the earth.

“Earth is the atmosphere of land and water, which, being

turbid, solidifies, rides upon the air, and, with its coolie load

of water, floats along.

“Man is the concentrated essence of heaven and earth,

evolved from the five elements, and spiritual beyond all other

created things.

“The Sun is the essence of the male principle in nature

(T'fi-yang), is a king in his bearing, and on his breast are

three crows’ feet.

“The Moon is the essence of the female principle in na-

ture (T‘fi-eum), has a rabbit in her bosom, which has taken

shape as her particular spirit,

“The Stars are the glory of the Vang-, they are composed

of the essence of mountains, rivers and other created things.

“Clouds are the atmospheres of mountains and rivers or

collections of Eum and Yang.

“Rain is the concentrated Etim of heaven and earth.

When it is warm it rains, that is, it takes place when the Eum
and Yang are in harmony.

“Frost occurs when the atmosphere of the Eum pre-

dominates. It is a change in the dew brought about by the

cold.

“Snow is the concentrated Eum of heaven and earth, and

is the essence of the five grains.

“Wind is the .servant of heaven and earth. When the

universe is angry we have wind, and wind is the atmosphere

of matter blown forth.
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“Thunder takes place when the Eiivt and Yang are at

enmity. They give expression to their feelings in thunder,

which goes bung biing like the beating of a drum, and passes

in its course from left to right.

“Lightning occurs when the Eum and Vaiig bow down
from weight and the Ya7ig of the springs and fountains flashes

up to heaven. When the Eu’/i and Yang quarrel with each

other we also have lightning.

“The Rainbow is seen when the Eum and Yang meet in

harmony, the bright variety being the male and the dim the

female.

“Mist. There are waters of five colours in the mountains

of Kol-yun, and mist is the atmosphere of the red water that

rises.

“Fog is the result of the hundred noxious vapours when

the Eicm overcomes the Yayjg, and so it fills the space between

heaven and earth.

“The Milk}" Way is the chief of all the star atmospheres.

It is the essence of water that rises and floats along.

“There are nine stories to heaven. The highest storey is

where the stars travel, the second is where the sun travels

and the lowest is where the moon makes its way. The disc

of the sun is larger than that of the moon. In the moon
there are visible objects, which are shadows of mountains and

streams. In the remaining spaces we have the shadow of the

sea, and they say there are shadows also of a striped toad and

a cinnamon tree.’’

The Five Elements of which the Korean talks so much
and on which he builds so many theories are, metal, wood,

water, fire, earth. These take their origin as follows :

‘ ‘When
the dark atmosphere solidifies we have water

;
when the red

atmosphere shines forth we have fire
;
when the green at-

mosphere floats in mid-heaven we have wood
;
when the white

atmosphere glances off into space we have metal
;
when the

yellow atmosphere bounds the sky we have earth.’’

We have also an explanation of the objects and articles

used in every day life, and, faithful to his spiritual and intel-

lectual fathers, the Korean traces them all back to China, and
and in most cases to China of the fabulous ages.

‘ ‘Cooked food. In olden times men ate fruits and the blood
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of auimals. The Emperor Su-in-ssi made a hole in a tree and

by passing a string through caused fire,—from which date

men cooked their food.

“Clothes were first invented by Ho-jo [a Minister of the

Yellow Emperor],
‘

‘Houses. In olden times men lived in holes or slept out on

the ground, but the Bird’s-Nest Emperor (Yu-so-ssi), taught

house framing, and the ancient Emperor Ko-whang-ssi first

built houses. The latter had four eyes and could write char-

acters as soon as he was born,

“Ploughs were first made and used by the Spirit-Farmer

Emperor, Sil-long-ssi, who had a man’s body and an ox’s head.

“Marriage was first instituted by the Sky-Emperor (Pok-

heui-soi), who had a snake’s body and a man’s head. [He was

the great inventor of the Eight Diagrams].

“Writing was invented by the three brothers of the An-
cient Emperor (Ko-whang-ssi), One invented the characters

of India, one the characters of heaven, and one the characters

of China,

“Books. Before the time of the Chin Kingdom (255 b.c.)

there were no books
;
writings were preserved on slips of

bamboo. In the Han dynast}\ (206 B.c. to 23 a.d.) they

were kept on silk [and so to-day Koreans say, “Il-hom-eul

Chuk-pak-e ol-li-ta,’’ “He will have his name inscribed on

bamboo and silk’’-—meaning recorded in history].

“The Calendar was constructed by Yung-sung, who lived

2780 B.c.’’

The Cycle Symbols, which have had so much to do with

Korean thought, were invented by a Chinaman, Ta-yo, under

direction of the Yellow Emperor. The basis of their thought

was taken from the constellation Great Bear. The monthly

cyclical characters were arranged by a combination of the Ten
Celestral Stems and the Twelve Earthly Branches, making in

all sixty years of the cycle.

Thus the whole list of Korea’s customs, usages, and

terms, are traced back to China, to the times of the Yellow-

Emperor and others who lived before the days of Yo and Sun.

The list includes besides these, rank, sacrifice, ancestor w'or-

ship, schools, sacrificial ceremonies, tablets, medicine, fortune-

telling, fishing nets, city walls, parks, porcelain, w-ells, water
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pestles, sieves, brooms, mill-stones, kettles, boilers, food,

sacrificial dishes, wine glasses, grain measures, saws, chisels,

axes, bows, arrows, shields, spears, armour, boats, carts,

chariots, coffins, head-stones, crowns, robes, head-bands,

socks, clothes, shoes, combs, mirrors, spectacles, finger-rings,

fans, pap;r, pens, ink, ink-stones, distilled and fermented

liquors, songs, dancing, harps, guitars, violins, pipes,

draughts, chess, dice, cards, dominoes, dancing girls, swing-

ing, kite-flying, etc., etc.

Medicine we are told was first discovered by the fabulous

emperor called the Spirit-Farmer
;
his Korean name being Sil-

long-ssi. To-day, natives, educated and uneducated alike,

speak of medicine as Sil-long-yu-hb (the calling handed down
by the Spirit-Farmer Emperor).

Nets we are informed were first made by the Sky-Em-
peror, and were used to catch birds and fish with. So the

Korean boys to-day sing

—

“Che-bi-ral hu-ru-rii na-gan-ta

Che-bi-ral hu-ru-ru na-gan-ta

Pok-heui-ssi-eui ma-jan keu-meul-eul ku-

tu-ch‘u tul-lu me-go.”

Off we go to catch the swallow.

Off we go to catch the swallow.

Wrapped and rolled and ready is the net of

the Sky-Emperor.

Harps of five strings were first made by the Spirit-Farmer.

Mun and Mu of the Chu djmasty, who were men of war, each

added a string, making seven in all
;
and to-day Koreans .say

“Mun hjnin Mu hyun-eun sal-piil-chi-sung-i-ra, “The Mun
and Mu strings have the sound of death and destruction.”

A paragraph follows these lists which shows how pre-

cious in the eyes of Korea is every character in the classics. It

reminds one of the Jew. “Thy saints take pleasure in her

stones, her very dust to them is dear.”

The Book of Poetry (Si-chon)

The Book of History (Sd-chon)

The Book of Changes (Chu-ydk)

The Ceremony of Chukeng (Chu-rye)

The Canon of Rites (Yi-keui)

The Annals of Confucius (Ch’un-ch’u)

has 39, 1 24 characters.

,, 25,700 ,,

,, 24,027 ,,

,, 45,860 ,,

,, 99.027 .,

,,196,845 ,.
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The Analects (Non-d) ,, 12,700 ,,

Mencius (Mang-ja) 34.685 ,,

The Great Learning (Ta-hak) 1.733 ..

The Doctrine of the Mean (Chung-3'^ong),, 3.505 ,.

The Book of Filial Piety (Hyo-gydng) ,, 1,903 ..

The numerical catagories also lead 5'ou at once awa}' from

Korea and up and down through China, noting the most un-

expected things. Let me take one as a sample. It is the figure

eight that we are at, “The Eight Fast Horses of Mok-wang’’

who lived 1000 b.c. These horses went at the rate of 330
miles a day, or as fast as an ordinary steamer. Their names
translated freely read. Earth Breaker, Feather Flapper, Heaven
Flyer, Landscape Jumper, Light Clearer, Sunbeam Heaper, Fog
Conqueror, Wing Hanger. And so on and so on. The noted

mountains, the distinguished men—all Chinese, not a Korean

name in the whole long weary list of them.

As for general deportment too the Korean keeps in his

mind’s eye the nine forms advocated by Confucius which also

appear in the numerical category under the figure nine.

ist Stately walk: 2nd Humble hand, 3rd Straight eye, 4th

Circumspect mouth, 5th Low voice, 6th Erect head, 7th Digni-

fied manner, 8th Respectful poise, 9th Severe countenance.

I conclude the paper bj^ a quotation from the close of

the Tong-viong Son-senp “Our ceremonies, our enjo5unents,

our laws, our usages, our dress, our literature, our goods have

all followed after the models of China. The great relation-

ships shine forth from those above and the teachings pass

down to those below, making the grace of our customs like to

that of the Flowery Land; so that Chinese themselves praise

us saying “Korea is little China.’’
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By H, B. HULBERT, Esq,. F.R.G.S.

W’E had the pleasure a short time since of listening to an

able presentation of the subject of “China's Influence upon

Korea’’ b}- the Rev. Jas, S. Gale. It would be difficult if not

impossible to bring together a more complete array of the facts

which argue the existence of such influence. But the impres-

sion left b}' the paper was that there is nothing in Korean

societ)' that is not dominated by Chinese ideas. If this is true,

we have in Korea a condition of affairs that must be acknow-

ledged to be unique
;
for Korea is a nation of over twelve mil-

lion people who have preserv^ed a distinct national life for more

than two thousand years, and it would be strange indeed if

there remained in the Peninsula nothing that is peculiarly

and distinctively Korean, If Korea’s subjection to Chinese

ideals was complete in the da}^s of the Tang djmast3^ and has

continued ever since, there would be no one so hard}' as to

point to anj'thing in the country and claim for it a native

origin and survival after a lapse of fifteen hundred years.

And yet, at the suggestion of our President, I have under-

taken to present the other side of the picture and to point out

what remains that is distinctive of Korea and differentiates

her from China. In this sense it is merelj' supplementary to

what we have alread}^ heard on the subject.

The observations that I have to make divide themselves

into two portions : first a short historical resume, and second

some natural deductions.

Korean tradition tells us that the first civilizer of Korea
• was the Tan-gun a purely native character, born on

the slopes of Tit-bak Mountain The wild tribes
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made him their king. He taught them the relations of king;

and subject
;
he instituted the rite of marriage

;
he instructed,

them in the art of cooking and the science of house-building
;

he taught them to bind up the hair by t3'ing a cloth about the

head. This tradition is universall}" accepted among Koreans

as true. The\' believe his reign to have begun a thousand

years before the coming of Keui-ja. We place no confidence

in the historical value of tlT,e legend^ but the Koreans do
;
and

it is significant that according to the general belief in Korea

the Tan-gun taught two, at least, of the most important of

the Confueian doctrineSr namely those concerning the govern-

ment and the home. And from these two all the others ma>"

be readily deduced. The legend also intimates that the much
respected top-knot, at least in all its essential features, ante-

dated the coming of Keui-ja,

If the legendary character of this erddence is adduced

against it, the very same can be adduced against the stor^- of

Keui-ja, at least as regards his coming to Korea, The Chi-

nese histories of the Tang djmasty affirm that Keui-ja’s king-

dom was in Liao-tung The histories of the Kin and

Yuan dynasties say that Keui-ja’s capital was at Kwang-
nyung in Liao-tung, A Keui-ja well is shown there

to this day and a shrine to him. A picture of this great sage

-hung there for many j^ears, but it was burned in the days of

Emperor Se-jong of the Ming dynasty. Even a Korean work,

entitled Sok-mun Hcim-tong-no states that Keui-

ja’s capital was at Ham-p‘yung-no (j^Zpg.§) in Liao-tung.

The Chinese work Il-tovg-ji (— of the Ming dynasty,

states that the scholars of Liao-tung compiled a book on this

subject entitled Siing-gy'i'ing-ji in which thej' said

that Cho-sQn included Sim-j-ang i.e. Mukden), Pong-

ch‘un-bu Kwang-nyung and Elui-ju which

would throw b>^ far the larger portion of Cho-stin be3'^ond the

Yalu River and preclude the po.ssibilit3' of Keui-ja’s capital

being at P‘3mng-3’ang. I believe that P’yung-3'ang was his

capital, but the evidence cited shows that it is still an open

question and if the Tan-gun .story is excluded because of its

legendar3' character the Keui-ja story must be treated likewise.

We have as man3^ remains of the Tan-gun dyna.st3' as of the

Keui-ja. The Tan-gun altar on Kang-wha, the fortress of
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:S:mi-nang (H^IS) on Cliun-dung Mountain, the Tan-gun

•shrine at Mun-wha and the grave of the Tan-gun at Kang-

dong attest at least the Korean belief in their great progenitor.

When Keui-ja came in 112.2 b.c. he brought with him a

mass of Chinese material, but we must note the way in which

it was introduced. From the first he recognised the necessit}-

of adapting himself and his followers to the language of the

people among whom they had come. The Chinese language

was not imposed upoai the people. He determined to govern

through magistrates chosen from the native population
;
and

for this purpose he selected men from the various districts and

taught them the science of government.

The Chinese character was not introduced into Korea at

this time as a pemianenc}'. The square character had not as

yet been invented and the ancient seal character was as little

known even among the upper classes as the art of writing

among the same classes in Europe in the Middle Ages. The
total absence of literax}- remains, even of inscriptions, bears

evidence to the fact that the Chinese character pla}-ed no part

in the ancient kingdom of Cho-siin.

The Keui-ja d3-na.sty was overthrown bj* Wi-man in 193

B.C., but neither Wi-man nor his followers were Chinese. We
are distinctl}^ told that he was a native of Yun ^ .semi-

barbarous tribe in Manchuria. His coming, therefore, could

have added nothing to the influence of China upon Korea,

Onlj- eight3’-six 3'ears passed before Wi-man'’s kingdom fell

before the Emper-or Mu of the powerful Han d3Uiast3-,

and was divided into four provinces. But we must ask what

had become of the Keui-ja civilization. The conquering em-

peror called the Koreans “.savages.” Mencius himself speaks

of a greater and a lesser Mak if§), meaning b3* greater M»k
the kingdom of Cho-sun. This is considered an insult to the

Keui-ja kingdom, for Mak was the name of a wholh' barbar-

ous tribe on the ea.stern side of the Peninsula and the refer-

ence implies that Cho-sun was also savage. The celebrated

Chinese work, Mun-hon T'ong--_^o almost our

onl3" authority on the wild tribes of Korea at the time of which

we are speaking, shows that almost the whole of northern

Korea was occupied b3’- the tribes of Ye (|||), of Mak (|g), of

Xang-nang and Ok-ju The kingdom of Wi-
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man comprised onlj' a portion of the province of P‘yung-an,

The evidence is made still stronger by the fact that the Em-
peror Mu gave the name of Nang-nang to the whole

of north-western Korea, clean to the Yalu River, It seems

plain that he considered the trans-Yalu portion of Wi-man's

kingdom its most important part.

It was not to be expected that Chinese could long con-

tinue to hold any portion of Korea. It was too far from the

Chinese base,, and the intractability of the semi-barbarous tribes

made the task doubly difficult. So we are not surprised to-

find that w’ithin a century the whole of northern Korea fell

into the hands of Chu-mong (;^^)r a refugee from the far

northern kingdom of Pu-yu Tradition gives him a

supernatural origin, but his putative father was a descendant of

the oldest son of the Tan-gun. So here again we find no in-

dication of Chinese influence. From almost the very first thi.s

new kingdom of Ko-gu-ryn was China’^s natural enemy, and

while there were intervals of peace, for the most part a state of

war existed between Ko-gu-ryu and the various Chinese dynas-

ties which arose and fell between 37 b.c and 668 a.d. The
Mun-hon 'Pong-go describes the manners and customs of Ko-

gu-r5'U in detail. It says nothing about Confucianism, but

describes the native fetichism and shamanism in terms which

make it plain that northern Korea had very largely reverted

to its semi-barbarism—if indeed it had ever been civilized.

Her long wars wdth China at last came to an end when the

latter, with the aid of Sil-la, brought her to bay in 668 a.d.

We must now turn to the south where interesting events

were tran.spiring. In 193 b,C. Wi-man drove Keui-jun out of

P‘yung-yang. He fled by boat with a handful of follow’ers,

landing finally at the site of the present town of Ik-san. At

that time the southern part of Korea was occupied by three

congeries of little states. The western and most powerful

of these groups was called Ma-han the southern group

was Pydn-han and the eastern group Chin-han

These names were already in use in southern Korea long be-

fore the coming either of Keui-jun or the Chinese refugees

from the Chin empire across the Yellow Sea. Keui-jun un-

doubtedly brought with him a civilization superior to that of

the southern Koreans and so he found little difficulty in set-
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ting up a kingdom. This kingdom did not, however, include

the whole of Ma-han. At first it probably included only a few

of the fift5'-four independent communities which composed

the Ma-han group. He had with him only a few score of

followers and he found in Ma-han a people differing from his

own in language, customs, laws and religion. It is inconceiv-

able that during the short period that this kingdom survived

it could have exerted any powerful influence upon the general

population of the Ma-han group. It was only a few j^ears af-

ter Chu-mong founded Ko-gu-ryu that his two sons moved
southward and settled well within the borders of Keui-jun’s

little kingdom and within two decades, by a single short cam-

paign, the}^ overthrew Ma-han and set up the kingdom of Pak-

je Thus we see that Pak-je was founded by people

that were in no wise connected with the Chinese or influenced

by Chinese traditions.

But some time before this the kingdom of Sil-la had been

founded in the south-eastern portion of the Peninsula. We
are credibly informed that at the time of the building of the

great wall of China large numbers of Chinese fled from China

and found asylum in southern Korea. Landing on the coast of

Ma-han they were apparently considered unwelcome visitors,

for they were immediately deported to the eastern side of the

Peninsula and given a place to live among the people of Chin-

han. They did not found Chin-han. The names of all the

independent setllements of that group are preserved to us and

none of them has a Chinese name. Chin-han had existed

long before the coming of these Chinese. There is nothing

in the records on which to base the belief that these Chinese

immigrants had anything to do with the founding of the king-

dom of Sil-la. The chiefs of five of the native communities

agreed to unite their people under a single government, but

the name they gave the kingdom was not Sil-la but SQ-ya-bul

a purel}' native word. The name Sil-la was not

applied to the kingdom until some centuries later, that is in

504 A.D., during the reign of King Chi-deung. It was in the

same )'ear that the horrible custom was discontinued of bury-

ing five boys and five girls alive when the body of a king was

interred. The title of the king was Ku-su-gan a

purelv native word. The word “wang” was not introduced
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till the name Sil-la was. The names of all the government

offices and all official titles were pure native words. These

are also preserved to us in the Mun-hoji T"ong-go which I

have already mentioned. We have now noticed the origin of

the three states which divided the Peninsula between them at

about the beginning of our era and we find that in none of

them was there any considerable Chinese influence manifest.

Indeed it was not until five hundred years later that even the

barbarous and revolting custom of burying people alive was

discontinued, and even then it was discontinued onlj^ because

a king on his death-bed gave most stringent orders that no

children were to be buried alive with him.

There was at the same time a certain admixture of Chi-

nese blood in Korea. In human society as in the v^egetable

kingdom we find that a wise admixture of the different species

of a famil)" produces the very best of results. The admixture

of Celtic, Teutonic. Scandinavian and Norman blood pro-

duced the powerful combination which we call English. So

the slight infusion of Chinese blood in Sil-la helped to pro-

duce a civilization th.at was confessedly far in advance of either

Pak-je or Ko-gu-r3ni.

But the kingdom of Sil-la was without a system of writ-

ing, and consequently adopted the system that the Chinese had

brought with them. There can be no doubt that these Chi-

nese brought man}' new ideas, which, being entirely foreign to

the Koreans, had no corresponding words in their vocabulary.

The Koreans therefore adopted the names along with the ideas.

But in borrowing from the Chinese vocabulary the Koreans

did it in no slavish way. They attached Korean endings to

the Chinese words, compounded them with Korean words and

in truth assimilated them to the genius of Korean speech as

thoroughl}' as the Old English did the Romance dialects

brought over by the Norman conquerors. Korean etymolog}-

and sjmtax differed so widely from the Chinese that Korean

scholars despaired of blending the two, and in order to render

a Chinese text intelligible they found it necessary to intro-

duce the Korean endings. This was done b}' means of a

system called theNi-t‘u, which was described some j-ears ago

in the Korean Repositoiy.

As a medium of writing the Koreans adopted the Chinese
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character and the}’ still continue to use it. There has never

risen a man in Korea to do for his country what Chaucer,

Dante and Cervantes did for theirs, namel}^ write a classic in

the native tongue and begin the good work of weaning the

people away from a foreign system which restricts the benefits

of erudition to the meagrest minority of the people. And yet

Korea has not been wanting in men who recognised the need

of a change. The first of these was Sal-ch‘ong to

whom reference was made in the paper read last month as

being one of Korea’s great men. It is true
;
but the founda-

tion of his greatness lies, it seems to me, in his attempt to

make popular education po.ssible in his native land. He it

was who invented the Ni-t‘u (^^). which was a half-measure

and therefore doomed to failure. But such as it w’as it was

entirel}’ anti-Chinese, at least in this respect that, by weaning

the Koreans away from the Chinese grammatical system, the

first step would be taken towards weaning them away from

the whole system. He labored under far greater difficulties

in this matter than did those who took the first steps toward

freeing the English people from their bondage to the Latin.

This difficult}^ was the entire lack of any phonetic system of

writing in Korea. The highl}^ inflected language of Korea is

wholly unfit to be expressed in terms of the rigid, unyielding

characters of China. The English on the other hand not only

had a phonetic system similar to that of the Continent but they

had almost identically the same alphabet. Such being the

case it is .small wonder that Sul-ch‘ong failed.

Another great scholar of Sil-la was Ch‘oe Ch‘i-wun

jj;). At an early age he went to China, where he took high

honours in the national examinations. He travelled widely

—

as far as Persia, it is said—and then came back to Korea to give

his countrymen the benefit of his experience. But it soon

became evident that the jealousy of his fellow-courtiers would

let him do nothing. He was forced to flee from the court and

find refuge among the mountains, where he wrote an interest-

ing biographical work. It is natural enough that the Chinese

mention him with enthusiasm because of his achievements

in China. The Koreans owe him little except the lesson

which he taught, that a Korean who denationalizes himself

can hope to have little influence upon his fellow-countrymen.
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Down through the history of Sil-la we find a constantly

broadening civilization and a constant borrowing of Chinese

ideas of dress, laws, religious and social observances. This

is freely granted, but what we do not grant is that this

borrowing made the Korean anj^ less a Korean or moulded

his disposition into an}^ greater likeness to the Chinese than

a tiger’s fondness for deer moulds him into any likeness to

that animal.

It was during the early daj^s of Sil-la that Confucianism

and Buddhism were introduced into Korea. Before the be-

ginning of our era Chinese influence had been stamped out of

the whole north and west of Korea and it was only with the

impetus that Sil-la gave to the study of Chinese that this

religion took firm root in Korean soil. I shall take up the

matter of Confucianism and Buddhism later, and onlj'^ mention

them here to emphasize the date of their introduction.

Sil-la finally, with the help of the Chinese, gained con-

trol of nearly the whole of the Peninsula, but for many years

there was a sharp dispute between her and China as to the

administration of the northern provinces. It was only when
Sil-la assumed control of the whole Peninsula that the people

began to be moulded into a homogeneous mass.

In the tenth century Sil-la fell before the Ko-ryu (^i^)
dynasty and the palmy days of Buddhism were in sight.

During the next five hundred years Chinese influence in

Korea was almost exclusivelj^ along Buddhistic lines.

It was during this period that the law was promulgated

requiring every third son to become a monk, and that the

pagoda was erected in this city. But, as I shall attempt to

show later. Buddhism cannot be cited as Chinese influence in

any proper sense.

With the beginning of this dynasty in 1392 happier da3's

were in store for Korea. Sweeping reforms were instituted.

King Se-jo (itf;)®.) ordered the casting of metal types in 1406,

thus anticipating the achievement of Gutenberg by nearh'

half a century. These were Chinese characters, but the

same king ordered the construction of a phonetic alphabet

that would make possible the education of the masses. This

command resulted in the composition of an alphabet which

for simplicity and phonetic power has not a superior in the
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world. It was a system capable of conveying every idea that

the Korean brain could evolve or that China had to lend. It

would be as absurd to say that the Korean requires the Chi-

nese written language with its widely divergent grammar as to

say that the Englishman needs the Latin written language

with all its grammatical system. But the alphabet never

became popular among the upper or educated class. The
reason is two-fold. In the first place, this upper class had

been so long accustomed to a system that appealed to the eye

rather than to the ear that the change was too radical. It

would be like asking a painter to stop expressing his ideas on

canvas and do it on the piano instead. The whole technique

of the art must be relearned. The artistic spirit might enable

him to do it, but the effort would be too great a strain on the

patience to render his acquiescence probable. In the second

place, the use of the Chinese character was an effectual barrier

between the upper and the lower classes. The caste spirit,

which has alwaj^s been pronounced in Korea, was fed and

strengthened by the use of Chinese
;
for only a leisure class

could hope to learn the “Open Sesame’’ to learning. The
retention of the Chinese character grew out of no love for

Chinese ideas, but from intellectual inertia on the one hand

and caste prejudice on the other.

Since the beginning of this dynasty there have been no

considerable borrowings from China.

This closes the historical part of our theme, and now, in

commenting upon it, I shall make use of a comparison which,

though not exact in all particulars, is sufficients^ so for our

purposes. I shall attempt to show that the influence of

China upon Korea has been almost identical with that of Con-

tinental Europe upon the inhabitants of the British Isles.

Not that there is any similarity between Korea and England,

any more than there is between China and Continental

Europe, but that the law of cause and effect has worked in

identically the same way in each case.

I. I have granted that there has been admixture of Chinese

blood in Korea. This admixture terminated over a thousand

years ago, for the Manchu and Mongol invasions left no

traces in the Korean stock. But we find precisely the same
process occurring in England at approximate^^ the same
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time. The admixture of Norman blood in England u-as

indeed far greater than the Chinese admixture in Korea.

II. I have granted that the language of Korea has been

modified by Chinese admixture, but the modification has

been identical both in kind and in degree with that which the

Romance languages exerted upon English. The changes

which occurred among the Korean tribes between the years

200 B.c. and loo A.D. may fitly be compared with the

changes which took place in England at the same or a little

later period, namely from the beginning of the Roman con-

quest. The influence of Norman-French upon English did

not begin till somewhat later than the influence of Chinese

upon Korean, but it was of the same nature. It is necessary

then to inquire what was the kind of influence which the

Chinese exerted over the Korean.

(a) At the time when this influence commenced Korea

already possessed a highly inflected language, which differed

radicall}’ from the Cninese in its phonetics, et3’mology and

sjmtax, and this difference is as great to-day as ever. If we
turn to the British Lsles we find that at the time of the

Norman conquest there existed in England a highl}" inflected

language which differed widely from that of the conquerors

and that the distinction has been maintained in spite of all

glossarial innovations.

(b) The influence of the Chinese upon the Korean, as of

the Norman upon the English, consisted almost solely in

the borrowing of new terms to expre.ss new ideas and of

.synonyms to add elegance and elasticity to the diction. In

both cases the legal, ecclesiastical, scientific and literary

terms were borrowed, while the common language of ordinar\-

life remained comparativeh" free from change. The difficulty of

writing in pure Korean without the use of Chine.se derivatives is

preciseE'- the same as that of writing in pure English without

the use of Eatin derivatives. Of course there are many
Chinese terms that have no Korean equivalent, just as there

are man}" Latin derivatives that have no Anglo-Saxon

equivalent. But we must remember that there are thousands

of common Korean words that have no Chine.se equivalent.

The whole range of onomatopoetic or mimetic words, in

which Korea is particular!}" rich, has never been reduced to
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L'hinese nor sought a Chinese synonym. In our English

vocabularx’^ there are onh' 28,000 Anglo-saxon roots. I feel

sure that an exhaustive list of Korean words would show

a larger proportion of native roots than this,

(c) Ideas come first, words afterwards, and the Korean

who has grasped the idea needs only to borrow the phonetic

symbol of the idea. No written character is necessar}'. The
fact that the whole New Testament has been intelligibl}* ren-

dered into Korean and written in the native alphabet is

sufficient answer to all who say that the Korean requires the

Chinese character to enable him to express even the most rec-

ondite ideas.

III. I have granted that Korea has borrowed largel}"

from the religious systems of China. I have shown that the

Confucian cult was introduced into Korea a little after the

beginning of our era. It was at this same time that Christ-

ianity was first introduced into England. But Christianity

effected a far more radical change in England than Confucian-

ism did in Korea. The ancient Druidical rites of prehistoric

England correspond very well with the fetichism of the wild

tribes of Korea, but though Christianity put an end to the

whole Druidical sj'stem Confucianism never was able to dis-

place the fetichism of Korea. It exists here to-day and forms

the basis of Korean religious belief. It exercises an influence

upon the Korean masses incalculabl}’ greater than Confucian-

ism. The fetichism of Korea is not a Chine.se product. It is

described by the writers who tell of the ancient tribes of

Korea, and what thej’ say corresponds closely with what we
know of Korean superstitions to-day. There were the full

moon and the new moon feasts. There was the worship of

animals and of .spirits of numberless kinds. The omens

which the Koreans dreaded long before the coming of the

Chinese were the same as those which frightened the ancieirt

Chaldeans, Persians, Romans, namel}", eclipses, meteors, wail-

ings, wild animals in the streets, show’ers of various articles

of a most unexpected nature.

Much stress is naturally laid upon Confucianism, but

what is Confucianism ? A formulation of those simple laws

of conduct which are common to the entire human famil}-.

The love of parents is in.stinctive to the race. It is common
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even among animals. Conjugal faithfulness, loj'alty to rulers,

the sacredness of friendship—these are things that all men
possess without the suggestion of Confucianism and they

existed here before Confucianism was heard of. The Koreans-

accepted the written Confucian code as naturally as the fledge-

ling takes to its wings. They had never formulated it be-

fore and so they naturally accepted the Chinese code.

But I would ask what influence Confucianism has actual-

ly exerted upon Korea. It has dictated the form of cere-

monial observances and has overspread the surface of Korean

social life with a veneer that appeals w’holly to the eye, but

which finds little sanction in the judgement. Which one of

the Confucian precepts have the Koreans observed with even a

reasonable degree of faithfulness? Notone. Their Confu-

cianism is a literary shibboleth—a system of casuistry which is

as remote from the field of practical ethics as the sj'stem of

Machiavelli was remote from the field of genuine diplomacy.

In Korea Confucianism has moulded merely the form of

things and has left the substance untouched. To prov’e this

I would ask to whom or what does the Korean have recourse

when in trouble of any kind ? Every one conversant with

Korean customs will answer that it is to his primitive and

inborn fetichism or to that form of shamanism to which

Korean Buddhism has degenerated. And this brings us to

the subject of Buddhism.

Korea received Buddhism not from China but merely by

u'ay of Ohina.. In origin and philosophy Buddhism is an Indian

product and can no more be cited as Chinese influence than

Japanese Buddhism can be cited as Korean influence. We
must look farther back to trace the genesis of that influence.

China was merely the physical medium through which Indian

ideas were transmitted to Korea and thence to Japan.

Buddhism flourished in Korea from about 400 a.d. to

1392 A.D. At that time an opposing current set in which

pushed it into the background, but it would be a great mis-

take to think that the principles and philosophy of Buddhism

are extinct. The}- have been pushed to the background, but

they still remain in their modified form the background of the

Korean temperament, as I shall show later.

IV. I shall grant that Korea has received her scientific
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ideas from China, but in the same way that the English

received their fundamental scientific notions from the Conti-

nent. The astronomical system of Copernicus, the medical

systems of Galen and Hippocrates, the mathematical systems

of Euclid and Archimedes and the philosophical systems of

Plato, Spinoza, Descartes and Kant—these form the back-

ground of English science. In the same way Korea received

her astronomjL astrology, geomancy and necromancy from

China.

V. I shall grant that Korea received her artistic ideals

from China, but in the same sense that the English have

always looked upon Phidias and Praxiteles, Correggio and

Raphael, Mendelssohn and Bach as unapproachable in their

own spheres.

VI. I shall grant that Korea has borrowed her literary

ideals from China. But among all the forms of poetry,

whether epic, didactic or lyric, whether ode, sonnet, elegy or

ballad, which one of them has originated in the British Isles ?

It is all merely a matter of form, not of substance.

VII. I shall grant that the Koreans have copied the

Chinese in the matter of dress. But is it not a notorious fact

that the whole of Christendom has been dictated to in this

matter for centuries by a coterie of tailors and modistes in

Paris? To-day Korea is more independent of China in the

matter of dress than is England of the Continent.

VIII. I shall grant that Korea has acknowledged the

suzerainty of China for two thousand years or more. In like

manner the English people continued for centuries to pay

Peter’s pence, but the submission was only a superficial one.

Korea had been overawed by the prestige of Chinese literature

just as England had been overawed by the papacy, but even

as the English people were moved to this more b}' reverence

for authority in the abstract than by the personality of the

Roman pontiff so the Koreans were kept bound to China more
as a grateful source of intellectual enlightenment than as a

political dictator. The Roman pontiff never pressed his tem-

poral claims into the domain of English politics without the

people of England becoming restive, and even so the Chinese

never pressed their claim to suzerainty over Korea to its

logical limits without the people of Korea becoming restive.
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These are some of the points of similarity between China’s

influence upon Korea and the influence of Continental Europe

upon England, and I beg to submit the proposition that if the

mere borrowing of foreign ideas brings the borrower into

complete conformity to the lender we have a right to say that

England is as subservient to Continental ideas as Korea is to

Chinese. But no one would dream of sa3dng that England

has shown any such subservienc3U With all her adaptation

of foreign ideas England is a distinct and separate national

unit. The same is true of Korea. Her borrowings have not

merged her personality nor the characteris' ics of her people

into any’ likeness to the Chinese.

The Chinese are utilitarian, phlegmatic, calculating,

thrift3L honest through polic3’, preferring a steady moderate

profit to a large but precarious one. The Korean on the

other hand, is a man of sanguine temperament, happ3’-go-

luck3L hand-to-mouth, generous when he has the means,

unthrifty’, honest (when he is honest) not so much from policy’

as from contempt of dishonesty. This open-handedness of

the Korean explains in part the very’ small amount of mendi-

cancy here as compared with China.

Again, the Korean is passionately fond of nature, and is

never so happy as when climbing his native hills or walking

beside his streams. There is in him a real poetic vein which

I fail to find in the Chinese either through my’ very slight

personal acquaintance with them or through what I read of

them in books.

The barrenness of Chinese literature has not got into the

bones of the Koreans. Their temperament is such as to

throw it off as a healthy’ mind throws off an attack of mel-

ancholy’. This is possible because the Korean study’ of the

classics is a matter of custom or habit and not a matter of

enthusiasm or love. He studies them because he is ashamed

not to know them. Testimony may’ differ as to the status of

Korean scholarship, but it is the belief of some among us

that the average grade of that scholarship is exceedingly’ low.

Among the so-called educated class in Korea the vast majority’

know just enough Chinese to read their notes to each other

and to spell out the easy Chinese that the daily’ paper affords,

but I am not prepared to admit that more than the meagrest
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fraction even of the upper class could take up anj' ordinary

Chinese book and read it with passable fluency at sight.

The Korean temperament is a mean between that of the

Chinese and that of the Japanese. He *is more a child of

impuhse that the Chinese but less than the Japanese. He
combines the rationalism of the Chinese with the idealism of

the Japanese. It is the idealism in the Japanese nature that

makes the m3"sticism of the Buddhistic cult such a tremen-

dous power. The Korean is a less enthusiastic Buddhist, but

he has in him enough idealism to make it sure that tlie

philosophy of Buddhism will never lose its hold upon him

until he comes in contact with the still deeper mj^sticism of

Christianity. In all this he is at the widest remove from the

Chinese. I have been informed b}^ one of the most finished

students of Chinese, a European who for twent>’-seven years

held an important position in Peking, that there was not a

single monastery within eas^^ distance from that cit}^ where

there lived a monk who understood even the rudiments of

Buddhism. This is quite what we might have expected, and

to a certain extent it is true of Korea. The native demon-

ology" of Korea has united with Buddhism and formed a

composite religion that can hardly be called either the 'one or

the other, but running through it all we can see the under-

lying Buddhistic fabric, with its four fundamentals—mysti-

cism, fatalism, pessimism and quietism. That these are in-

herent in the Korean temperament I will show by’ quoting

four of their commonest expressions. “Moragesso”—I don’t

know—is their mysticism. “Halsu opso”—It can’t be helped

—is their fatalism. “Mang hagesso”—going to the dogs

—is their pes.simi.sm, and “Nop.sita”—Let’s knock off work
—is their quietism.

If we enter the fruitful field of Korean folk-lore we shall

find a mixture of Confucian, Buddhistic and purely^ native

material. We should note that the stories of the origin of

Korea’s heroes are strikingly non-Chinese. Hyuk-ku-se, the

first king of Sil-la, is .said to have originated from a luminous

egg that was found in the forest on a mountain side. For

this reason the kingdom was for many" years called Ky"e-rim

or “Hen Forest ’’ The second king of Sil-la was Suk-tul-ha,

who is said to have originated from an egg among the people
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of Ta-p‘a-ra in northern Japan. The neighbours determined

to destroy the egg, but the mother wrapped it in cotton and,

placing it in a strong chest, committed it to the waters of the

sea. Some months -later a fisherman at A-jin harbor in Sil-la

saw the chest floating off the shore. He secured it and upon

lifting the cover found a handsome boy within. He became

the second king of Sihla and in reality the founder of the line

of Sil-la kings. Chu-mong, the founder of Ko-gu-ryu, was

also born from an egg in far-off North Pu-yu. His foster-

father wished to destroy the egg, but found it impossible to do

so even with a sledge-hammer. The mother wrapped it in

silks and in time it burst and disclosed the future hero.

Origin from an egg is thus found to be a striking trait of

Korean folk-lore. The transformation into human shape of

animals that have drunk of water that has lain for twentj^

years in a human skull is another favourite theme with Korean

story-tellers. Buddhistic stories are very common and pro-

bably outnumber all others two to one. This is because Bud-

dhism gives a wider field for the play of the Korean imagin-

ation. The stories of filial love and other Confucian themes

comprise what may be called the Sunday-school literature of

the Koreans and while numerous they hold the same relation

to other fiction, as regards amount, that religious or ethical

stories hold to ordinary fiction at home.

It remains to sum up what I have tried to saJ^

(1) None of the Korean dynasties, since the beginning

of the historical era, has been founded through the interven-

tion of Chinese influence,

(2) The language of Korea, in that particular which all

philologists admit to be the most distinctive of any people,

namely, in the grammar, has been wholly untouched b}^ the

Chinese, and even in the vocabulary the borrowed words have

been thoroughly assimilated and form no larger proportion of

the whole vocabulary than do borrowed words in English or in

many other languages,

(3) In spite of the adoption of so man}" Chinese customs

the temperament and disposition of the Korean remains

clearly defined and strikingly distinct from that of the

Chinese.

(4) The religion of the vast majority of the Korean
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people consists of a perfunctory acceptance of Confucian

teaching's and a vital clinging to their innneniorial fetichism,

the latter being modified b}’ the Indian Buddhistic philo-

sophy.

(5) The one phj'sical feature that differentiates the

Koeran from other men in his own eyes and which forms his

most cherished heirloom from the past—which in fact is his

own badge of Korean citizenship—the top-knot, is, according

to his own belief, a purely Korean survival; while the Korean

hat, the second most cherished thing, is also confessedly of

native origin.

(6) Ever}’ story borrowed from China can be matched

with two drawn from native sources and the proverbs of

Korea are overwhelmingly Korean. Even in borrowing

they Koreanized their borrowings, just as the greatest English

poet drew the plots for most of his non-historical dramas from

European originals. In a country where illiteracy is so

profound as here folk-lore exerts a powerful influence upon

the people, and the very fact that the Korean resembles the

Chinese in nothing except superficial observances shows that

Chine.se literature has taken no vital hold of him.

(7) When it comes to tabulating those Korean things

that are purely native and which have come down through

the centuries untouched by Chinese influences the task is

impossible because there are so many such things. The}*

abound in Korean architecture, music, painting, medicine,

agriculture, fetichism, marriage and burial customs, sacrifices,

exorcism, games, dancing, salutations and juggler}’.

The Korean’s boats, carts, saddles, yokes, implements,

embroider}^ cabinets, silver work, paper, ji-g'2S, po-gyos, pipes,

fans, candle-sticks, pillows, matting, musical in.struments.

knives, and in fact the whole range of ordinary objects are

S7(i generis, and the constant mention of these objects all down
the course of Korean histor}’ shows that they are Korean and

not Chinese.

In closing, I would call attention to the fact that in

carefully .studying Korean life and customs it is very easy to

pick out those things which are of Chinese origin. Mr. Gale,

in his valuable paper, pointed out many of them with great

•distinctness
; but this very fact is a refutation of the state-
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inent that Korea has been overwhelmed and swallowed up b>‘

Chinese ideas. If Korean life were such an exact replica of

the Chinese as we have been led to believe, would it not be

very difficult thus to pick out the points of resemblance and

place them side bj" side with the points of difference?

I would ask anyone who has travelled both in China and

Korea whether, in walking through the streets of Seoul, he

is struck with any sort of resemblance between the Koreans

and the Chinese. They do not dress like the Chinese, nor

look like them, nor talk like them, nor wwk like them, nor

play like them, nor worship like them, nor eat like them, nor

bury like them, nor marry like them, nor trade like them.

In all the large, the common, the outstanding facts of daily

life and conduct the Korean is no more Chinese than he is

Japanese. In his literature he courts the Chinese, but the

gro.ss illiteracy of Korea as a whole detracts enormously from

the importance of this argument.

It must be confessed then that, all things considered, the

points of similarity with the Chinese are the exception and

that the survivals of things purely native and indigenous are

the rule.

DISCUSSION.

IMk. Gai.,e:—The writer of this evening's paper was to point out

•‘what remains that is di.stinctive of Korea and that differentiates her

from China.” I still ask. What are the survivals? The race is here as

little like the Chinese ethnologically as is their language philologicallv.

hut in their world of thought what survives? I ask.

We are told by the reader that they used to call their king Ku-su-

gan or Precious One
;

also Ch‘a-'ch‘a-ong and Ch‘a-ch'ung, diviner,

wizard; also I-sa-geum, the Honourable; also Ma-rip-kan. No other

than our mutual friend Ch‘o6 Chi-wun says that these vulgar uncouth

names were disliked, that the officials met and had them wiped out from

the vocabulary of the nation. And what have they continued to call

the king since 503 a.d.? Wang, in-gun, .=ang-gam, p‘e-ha, whang-je

—every native name disappeared and nothing but Chinese names left

—

just as if in Great Britain the}- should drop the word king and say “rex”

or “roi.” This was not forced upon Sil-la, but was of her own accord.

Surel}- this is evidence rather of Chine.se influence than of Korean sur-

vivals.
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The Writer in drawing a contrast between Tan-gun and Keni-ja

would seem to leave the impression that Tan-gun’s influence was con-

siderable, and that Keui-ja was largely mythical or doubtful and his

whole influence to be questioned.

Let me read a part of the preface of the Tong-gtek T'ong-gam, before

quoting from it a reference to Tan-gun and Keui-ja. “His Gracious

Maje.<t}- King Kang-hun, in conformity with destiny, opened up the

kingdom, collected ancient writings and stored them away in the private

library. [This Was the founder of the present d3’naaty, who came to the

throne in 1392]. Three kings in succession, increasing in excellent rule,

appointed offices, opened up boards and collected histories of Ko-rj-u, of

which there was one called Chun-saaiid one Chul-yo [Complete Chronicle

and Important Events], and by degrees the writings of historians were

put in order.

“King Se-jo He-jang, the hoi}- heaven-sent scholar whose spirit

dwelt in historj-, said to his courtiers ‘Although our Eas*^ern State has

man\- chronicles or outlines (Sa) it is without an extensive book of

history (T'ong-gam). Let us make one according to the Cha-ch'i,' -

and so he ordered his scribe to prepare it but it was never finished

( 1455-146S A.D.).

"His Majesty, our present king, came to the throne, took control

( 1469), and following the plans of his ancestors commanded Prince Tal-

sung and nine others, including the writer, Ye Keuk-ton, to prepare the

Tongguk T ‘ong-gam .

’ ’

The\' completed their woik in the twent\'-sixth da\- of the seventh

moon, 1485, seven j'ears before Columbus discovered America, and their

w ork is regarded to-daj"—yes, I believe I am safe in sa3'ing it—as the ver3'

highest authority on Korean histor3'. The Educational Department

has made it the basis of the Tong-guk Sa-getti recently published.

Now that the authorit3’ is given let me in two or three paragraphs

quote what is said of Tan-gun and Keui-ja. Regarding Tan-gun it

reads

—

“The last State was without a king when a spirit-man alighted

beneath the Sandalwood tree. The people of the countr3' made him king.

King Sandalwood (Tan-gun). The name of the state was Cho-sun.

This took place in Mu-jin 3'ear of Taug-jo (2333 B.C.). At first P‘3'ung-

\ ang was the .site of the capital, but afterwards it was removed to PSk-ak

.

He continued till the 3'ear Eul-mi, the eighth 3'ear of the Song monarch
Mu-]ong (1317 B.c.?). Then he entered A-sa tal Mountain and became
a spirit.”

This is all that is said of Tan-gun, No mention is made of him in

Chinese history that I have been able to discover. In fact, he belongs

entireU' to the mythical age. But with Keui-ja it is different. As long

as the “Great Plan” stands in the Book of History we have no doubt of

Keui-ja’s having once lived. Over 100 pages in VoL VI. of the Korean

edition are filled w'ith notes of Chu-ja and other sages of China, explain-

fanioUvS history written in the Song dynasty by Sa Ma-giung and u.sed as a model
by Chu-ji. See Notes on ChinCvSe Literature b^’ Wylie, page 20.
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ing the meaning and purpose of Wisdom as seen in the Hong-pum. We
must admit that he existed in a very different way from Tan-gun. Now
as to his having been in Korea, Ch‘a-jim, a Chinese scholar of the 12th

centurj', who annotated the Book of Historv, says “After Keui-ja wrote

the Great Plan, King Mu appointed him to Cho-sun and made it an inde-

pendent state because Keui-ja did not wish to serve King Mu.’’ In the

ninth book of the Analects we read that Confucius de.sired to go east and

live among the barbarians, crossing the sea, which certainly proves that

Manchuria was out of the question. Someone asked, “Would that not

soil }'OU, master?’’ His replj’ was “Nothing can defile where the Su-

perior Man is.’’ Hu-ja-pang adds the note “When a man like Keui-ja

could take over Cho-sun and live among barbarians, what is there about

it that is mean ? ’’ Mayers, Giles and Legge, all understand that Keui-

ja came to Cho-sun across the Yalu, and Carles says that the sights and

associations around P‘yung-yang make him as evident there as Shake-

speare is in Stratford-on-Avon.

The T'ong-ga7n goes on to say, quoting from the Book of Histor}',

Vol. VI., that Keui-ja did not wish to serve a usurper; that King Mu
handed him over Cho-sun

;
that he gave the pec pie the Eight Laws and

the Nine Field Divisions—in fact, that he endeavoured to carry out the

principles so wonderfully stated in the Book of Histor}' and so highly

praised by the sages of China. The result was—no need to lock the doors ;

the women were chaste and faithful ; fields and meadows were opened

up
;
towns and cities were built [apparently before that time they were

the wandering peoples called the “Nine Tribes’’ in the Book of History]

;

people ate from sacrificial dishes and there was development of truth

and goodness.

A Chinaman, Pum-yup, who lived about the 5th century a.d. and
wrote the Book of the After Han, says that Keui-ja made his escape,

came to Cho-sun, gave the document of the Eight Laws and made the

people know what they prohibited, so that there was no unchastity or

theft in the cities ;
the}' did not lock their doors by night

;
gentleness

became the custom
;
religion and righteousness abounded

;
laws for

teaching were definitely stated, and faith and virtue were practised so

that the source of law as acknowledged by the ancient sages was re-

ceived.

Ham Ho-ja also says “Keui-ja mustered 5,000 men of the Middle

Kingdom, came to Cho-sun, and brought with him poetry, hi.story, cere-

mony, music, medicine, witchcraft, the Eum-yang, divination, fortune

telling
;
also the various kinds of workmanship, skilled labor. When he

came to Cho-sun he could not communicate by speech and so understood

by interpretation. He taught poetry, history—so that the people might

know the forms of ceremony and music of the Middle Kingdom—the

religion of father and son, king and courtier, the law of the five relation-

ships, also the eight laws, elevating faith and goodness and making

much of culture and causing the customs of the Middle Kingdom to

ferment in the land. He taught them to esteem lightly military valour,

but to repay violence by virtue. The neighbouring states all looked
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up at his righteousness and made friends. Because his clothing and

fashions were all like those of the Middle Kingdom, they called Cho-

siln the State of Poetry, History, Ceremon}’ and Music, the King

of Charity. Keui-ja began these things and who can fail to think

so? As a result of the reign of Keui-ja the Han records speak of

Korea as the Development of Goodness
;
the Tang records, “The Superior

INlan’s Nation the Song records, as the Country of Ceremony, Music

and Literature.

This ends the account regarding Keui-ja and Tan-gun, and to 1113’

mind it excludes the possibilit}' of the correctness of the comparison

drawn in to-da3’’s paper.

I mention Keui-ja particularl3' because I believe that his is the most

powerful influence that has touched this countr3’ in the person of one

man, for he has continued till to-da\' in his writing and laws. Even the

formulation of the Five Relatic nships came from Keui-ja.

\\ i-man is spoken of as a semi-barbarian half Manchu. He was a

Vun-in, which to-da3* means Pekingese
;
he helped build the Great Wall

against barbarian tribes, so I include his influence in that of China.

When he first came to Cho-sun Keui-jun made him a Pak-sa or Doctor of

Laws. He must have been acquainted with Chinese civilization to merit

such a title—unless he purchased his degree—in which case it would

.show his respect for things Chinese. I connected the top-knot with

Wi-man, because the histor}' sa3'S “Wi-man fl3'ing for his life with 1000

followers and more wearing the ‘Ch‘u’ (top-knot) came to Korea.” I

would like to get from the reader of the da}" the authorit}- that sa}"s Tan-

gun gave the top-knot and to see the Chinese character that is used to

express it.

The writer maintains that the Three Hans were all named }-ears

before the Chine.se came and that the}', the Chinese, did not in any way
figure in the founding of these states. The name Han, however, has

evidently come from China and it came to stay for the present name is

Han once more. The To7ig-gnk T' 07ig-gam says: “Chin Han (using the

Chinese hour character Chin) was to the west of Ma-han. The story is that

fugitives from the Chin State of China, in order to escape trouble, came

to Han. Flan apportioned to them territory to the east, where they

set up their city. Their speech was the same as that of the people cf

Chinese Chin. Some call the country Chin-Han (using the same Chin

as the Chinese). They had as king a man from Ma-han, and although

they continued from generation to generation it is evident that they did

not become independent. They were permanently under the restraint

of Ma-han. The land was suitable for the Five Grains. Their custom of

agriculture proHded sufficient. They skilfully wove silk and cotton; they

rode in ox and horse carts. They had marriage laws and the sexes were

separated. Those cn the road meeting women would stop and ask others

to pass before them.”

Kwuii-geun, who was a minister of the Ko-ryu dynasty and royal

librarian in 1375, says “The language of the Three Hans was not the

.'^anie. The Cho-sun king, Keui-jun, who escaped from the war of \Vi-
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man and came south by sea, united fifty separate states, opened up a

kingdom and called it Ma-han. It lasted till the time of On-jo of Pak-je,

who united it into one. Ok-ju of to-day is the ancient site and people

still call it Keui-jun’s cit}'. The founder of Sil-la, H3-uk-ku-se, set up

Chin-Han or made it one state.” All this would seem to contradict

what we have heard and to say that the Chinese and descendants of

Chinese had much to do with the gathering together of the small separate

states under the names of Ma-Han and Chin-Han.

The reader asks What is Comucianisni ? Simplj' a formulation of

those simple laws of conduct which are commcn to the entire human
family, the love of parents, etc., etc. I leave a future paper before this

Societj', whoever it ma}^ be written b}', to deal with this paragraph. It

seems to me it has looked at a detail or two and missed the whole

colossal outline of Confucianism.

Sul-chuug invented the Nitu to “wean” the natives from Chinese,

we are told, but it seems to me to be a systen! designed rather to aid and

encourage the reading of Chinese.

The simile so w’ell worked out with England as the other quantity is

most interesting but I question the correctness of it. If the comparison

with England were true and classic and Continental influences were equal

to the influence of China upon Korea, I should not expect to find Eng-

land mother of a republic like the United States or so evident in India,

South Africa, Australia and Canada. Since the ancient Britons were, as

the reader affirms, much like the ancient Koreans—equal in their manner
of life, igmrance and superstition, and if, as the writer also maintains, the

influence from the Continent were the same as that of China upon Korea,

I should expect to find in England to-day a condition similar to the one

here. What would it be? Let us picture it merely in the literarj' king-

dom. I enter a primarj- school and the boj's are singing awa}- at Latin

and Greek. There are no girls, I beg you to notice
;
that is part of the in-

fluence. Do they understand what the}' read? Oh, no! they’re study-

ing the sounds now; they'll get the meanings later. No English history

is taught
;
no English literature. English is spoken merely as a means

of getting at the classics. “Sing, oh goddess ! the destructive wrath

of Achilles.” In recess time games on the lawn would be between

Priam and Agamemnon. They would talk of battering down the walks

of Troy, as though it had happened yesterday. The nurse caring for

the baby would sing of Diomedes and Hector and the men as they work

at the docks would sing of Menelaus, who was a contemporary of Kang-

ta-kong that the coolies sing of here ; of Agamemnon, who stands for

Mti-wang
;
of the Troubadours of Languedoc, who lived at the time of Yi

Ta-pak and of Titus Quintius Flaminius, who was a contemporary of

Han-sin. Nine songs out of ten would take you to the Olympian Moun-

tains or the Forum.

I go to a book-store and inquire “Have you a history of the reign of

Elizabeth?”—Upso (no-have-got). “Or of George the Third?”—“George

the Third? why you must be ignorant! ” says the book man. “There can

be no official history of George the Third until after this dynasty goes to
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pieces. There is one written of Elizabeth, however. I haven’t any: but

there is a Jew down in Whitechapel who had one last year, but whether

it is sold or not I can’t tell.” “What histories have you, pray? ”—“This

room is filled with the Taking of Troy, Invasion of the Persians, Battle

of Marathon, The Me.ssenic War, Philip of Macedon, Punic Wars, IMith-

ridates, Caesar. Of course you know the Goths came in the 5th century

and knocked out ever}’thing. We’ve had no history' .since. I have here

a new edition of a book of prayers to Pluto and Venus. Here is a book

also that proves that Ovid was superior to Moses
;
also the Historj- of the

Peloponnesian War by Thucydides. By the way, I have a book or two on

the Crusades, but it is too modern to be interesting and the stj'le is poor ,

I ad\nse you to read Thucydides instead.” “But I’m after English his-

tory. What about the battle of Waterloo?”—“Waterloo? when was

that? Oh. yes! I remember now, but it has never been put into Latin ;

we have not any. Wellington, was that his name? He was great, they

say
;
but yet he was nothing compared with Leonidas. How those Spar-

tans did fight! wonderful, wasn’t it ? ” The books, too, are all in Latin

and Greek.

At last I find a modest shop that sells English stories. I open one

and it reads “In the P'orirth 'Vear of Sextius Pompius”—and drop it. An-

other “John Smith, a soldier serving under Charles Martel.” This is the

latest date that figures in the book store. Another “When Alaric invaded

Italy.” I ask for new.spapers and am told that there are none. “Why do

you wish newspapers? Can they equal the classics? ”—and silence settles

over me. People talk in a half conscious way of South Africa but no

one knows definitel}'. Scholars are reading Xenophon in place of

Chamberlain. The non-lettered classes are eating, dozing, smoking,

.sleeping.

“W ho are your noted men and what public da^'s do 3-011 have?” I

ask. “Our noted men, in fact, the only noted men the world has ever

seen, are Homerus, .Aesch3'lus, Aristotle, Demosthenes, Themistocles,

Epicurus, H3-acinthus, etc., etc.” “But what about Chaucer, Spenser,

Shakespeare? ”—“W’e do not keep them. The3’ are low class literature,

and \-ou’ll find them in second-hand shops and old clothes stores.

Our noted da}- are 1st. The Roman New Year, 2nd. The Birthda}- of

Romulus, 3rd. In honour of -Alexander, 4th. Thanksgiving Da}-.”

“Whom do }-ou worship?”—^‘WV^orship ! wh\- Jupiter, Venus, Mars,

of course and the rest of them.”

If I should find such a state of affairs in the world of literature and

thought in England I should not sa}- that Engli.shmen were Romans or

that the English language was Greek, but I should sa}-: “These people

have been influenced by the Continent in precisely the same way that

Korea has been influenced by China.” But as there is no such condition

I believe there has been no similar influence. The voice of Greece and
Rome says “Forward, march! ” the voice of China says “Retreat.”

Mr. Jone.s:

—

In attempting to identify those customs and institutions

of the Koreans which are not traceable to China, and which may be said to

be original with the Peninsular people, and to have persisted through
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the centuries of Chinese influence to the present da}-, we are confronted

at the outset by the question of the origin of the Korean people. With-

out attempting to enter into a discussion of this very interesting phase

of the question, I would say that it seems agreed on all sides that the

aboriginal Korean did not come from China. That is to say—there was
an original stock here upon which Chinese influence came to work, and

in relation to that stock Chinese influence was foreign. Mr. Hul-

bert is therefore correct in contending that there are among the Koreans

many customs and institutions which are purely Korean and do not be-

long to the category of Chinese influence. There was a time when this

Chinese influence did not exist here. The Koreans were then simon-

pure, as the saying is. They had their own social and political economies,

and were developing along the line of forces which were original with

themselves. But Ave must also agree with Mr. Gale that there was a

time and a point at which Chinese influence came in, and a period during

which it gradually spread itself over the face of Korean societ}- and im-

pressed it with man}' of its features. We must also agree with Mr. Gale

that this period has been a long one and the work very thorough. The
Chinese influence had its beginning with the Keui-ja d}-nasty, but when
Keui-ja came to Korea he found here a settled populace existing under

the rule of the Tan-gun chiefs. Then when Keui-jun, the last of the

Keui-jun kings, fled south, he found numerous communities out of which

he organized his principality of Ma-han. As history develops we hear

of other peoples as inhabiting the Peninsula, such as the Mak, Y6, Ok-

chu and Eum-yu tribes, all possessing customs and peculiarities of their

own. These peoples were confessedly not Chinese, and the customs and

habits which they originated have either persisted through the centuries,

or have been modifled or have been utterly obliterated. Many of them

have been obliterated. The So-do or “thieves’ city,” a place of refuge

for criminals among the Han peoples, to which they might flee from the

vengeance of those they had wronged, and which is a remarkable re-

minder of the Cities of Refuge of the Old Testament, has not existed

for many centuries. The custom of burying people alive in the tombs of

royalty was discontinued in Sil-la in the 6th century a.d. The Ok-chu

custom of preserving the skeletons of the dead in the trunks of burial-

trees has also disappeared. These and many others are the customs of

savage tribes, which naturally gave way to the better order Chinese

influence introduced.

Among the customs and institutions of to-day which have not

come from China, but seem to be entitled to the term “Korean

survivals,” the spirit or Shaman worship of the Koreans is one of the

chief. The traces of Shamanism are to be found in the very dawn of

Korean history. Tan-gun, the first worthy mentioned, claimed descent

from Ch6-suk, one of the chief Shaman demons. The early kings of Sil-

la took the Shaman title of seers or exorcists for the royal designation.

As far as we know this has always been the Korean’s religion and while

we would not deny that China has its demon worship, yet, at the same

time, we would claim that the Koreans did not have to go to China for
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their system, but that it existed from pre-Keui-ja days and has persisted

to the present time.

In this connection I would mention another “survival” of some

interest, namely, the fetich system which is a part of Korean Shamanism.

The old shoes and battered hats and torn costumes and broken pots

which are the emblems of its demons, seem to belong to Korea. This is

mentioned as being a special feature, distinguishing the aborigines of

South Korea from the Chin emigrants who came to the Peninsula in the

days of the Great Wall Builder, and mention is also made at that time ( i

the shrine just inside the door, where, to this day, the Korean keeps the

emblems of the gods of luck. Along the same line are the Sung-whang-

dang, or shrines along the way-side and in mountain defiles, composed

of loose stones. These, I am told, are certainly not Chinese.

Turning now to the Korean social S3'stem we notice that one of its

most prominent features is the caste idea which is firmh’ held to among

the Koreans—a feature which stands them up in direct contrast to the Chi-

nese. The gulf which separates the Korean san^-nom from yang-ban

is a wide one. The low-class man ma\' not enter the aristocrat's presence

without permission, and then the favour, if granted, must be recompensed

with humiliating observances, which would seem to indicate that the

3'ang-ban regards himself as of separate origin and cla3’ from the coolie.

We call this Yangbanism, w'hich is another word for Caste. It certainly

does not point us to China. It is not to be deduced from the teachings

of the Confucian sages, though the.‘^e have inspired the Korean with

such a high estimation of the worth of learning that he has been willing,

in order to recognize literar3' talent, to mitigate some of the severities <-f

the Caste S3'stem. The poor, blooded aristocrat, tracing his ancestr3' back

to a superior and conquering famih- or clan, moves in a circle of s. cietv

to which the tainted low-class man can never hope to find entrance. No
intermarriage is possible among them. Certain of the middle grades of

the social scale mav furnish the 3’-ang-ban with concubines but never with

a wife, and there are some grades among the lower cla.sses from which he

would not take even a concubine. Men from the lower classes mav 1)3-

sheer merit force themselves high up in official preferment, but under

the S3’stem which prevailed until 1895, and which was distinctivelv Korean,

there were lines of civil service from which the3' and their descendants

were for ever barred b3' the accident of their low birth. This certainh" is

not Chinese. While there is a vast difference between the Caste idea ( f

India and that of Korea, 3'et its manifestation in the latter ci.'untr3- points

awa3' from and not to China.

Under this general heading of Caste in Korea we must place the

honorifics of the language. These constitute one of the most compli"

cated and knott3' problems confronting the student. .\nd 3'et to the

Korean the3’ come as eas3’ as breathing the air. To him the3’ are m-t

simpl3' a habit or frame of mind learned from .some out.side source, but

the3' constitute an element of personality and the key-note of his entire

philosophy of life, which neither Confucius nor 8ak3'amuni have edu-

cated out of him.
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Another Korean "survival” may he found in connection with the'

architecture of the country. For instance, in China the chief buildinj(

material is brick. Brick meets the eye wherever it turns there. Now I

suppose that as good brick can be made of Korean cla}' as of Chinese

clay, and yet the Koreans have remained loyal to their native mud. The
cciiistituent materials of which the Korean houses are built have

survived all the rude shocks of Chinese influence and are to-day, as in

ancient times, of unbaked mud. We are told that in the times of Tan-

gun the aborigines lived in pits in the ground in winter time and in the

trees in the summer. .And to-day it would not be difficult to find a score

or more of families in Seoul or Chemulpo who have simply dug a

pit or hole in the ground, covered it with a thatch-roof with a hole

for an entrance, and are living in it unembarra.ssed to an}- appreciable

extent by this literal return to their original source. Then take the mud
hut which is the universal domicile here and contrast it with the pits

along.side, and it does not require a very vivid imagination to .see in the

hut simply the pit or hole in the ground taken out of tlie ground, set up

above the .surface, and braced with .sticks and s-traw so that it will .stand.

The Korean hou.se, as far as the average type is concerned, is not

Chinese.

Whether there are any pure Korean "survivals” in the Korean

costume I am unable to say, but they themselves claim that the wristlet

worn by them is not Chinese. It would be interesting to know whether

this claim will stand the test of inve.stigation. While on tliis point, how-

ever, 1 would .say that I am inclined to think that the green cloak worn

by the women as a veil over their heads, which has caused some one to

liken them to animated Christmas trees, is not Chinese.

From earlie.st times the Koreans have been noted among the Chinese

for their fondness for fermented and distilled drinks. We find this

weakness mentioned in the native histories of the aboriginal tribes, and

it seems to be in a .special sense a Korean custom. The Korean has

certainly not gone to China for his beverages, el.se tea would have come
into use here. Neither did the Korean go to China to learn how to make
alcoholic drinks. He has certainly possessed that knowledge as long as

we find any trace of him.

In this connection the Korean’s fondness for hot flavours in his food

might be mentioned. Pepper is a favourite condiment with him and in

this he stands in direct contra.st with the Chinese. .Among his foodstuffs

investigation would doubtless reveal many intere.sting and remarkable

"survivals.’’’ And so with ordinary life. Did we know more about the

Korean and his history, and how he regards the customs and institutions

which are his, we would find many things of which he alone is the

ingenious contriver. In conclusion I would mention the Korean method

of ironing, which the Koreans claim is their own or at least did not come

from China. How true this is I cannot say, but I mention it as represent-

in'? the native idea in the matter.
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TRANSLATION OF THE INSCRIPTION TABLET,

EUN-JIN BUDDHA, K0RP:A.

Front.

Looking back to ancient times we find that in the year

Eul-sa, being the 19th year (a.d. 996) of the reign of King

Kwang-jong of the Ko-ryu d5mast3% a woman of the Sa-j§

haxnlet was collecting bracken among the P‘an-yak Hills,

when from the north-west nook she heard the voice of a boy.

Presentl}^ she approached the place and saw a big stone protrud-

ing from the ground. She was frightened and amazed and

returning home told her son-in-law, who reported the matter

to the magistrate. The latter having made an official inquiry

sent a report to the Throne and the officials were ordered to

meet and deliberate. Their decision was that the stone was

certainly intended for an image of Buddha. The High De-

partment of Physicians was then ordered to send messengers

throughout the eight provinces in search of artists to fashion

it into the image of a Buddha and the monk Hyo4-myung an-

swering the call, the Throne selected ov^er one hundred stone

cutters to assist him to begin the work. The work was thus

begun in the year 968 and completed in the year 1004, thus

covering a period of thirty-six years.

When this holy image w^as completed a place was sought in

which to erect it and the united strength of over one thousand

men was employed in transporting it. Now because of the

head having first reached the place which is near Yon-san and
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some 20 li from the south hamlet, that village is therefore

called “Bull’s Head.’’ Although H}m6-myuug had completed

the image he had begun to \v0rr3’ over its not having been set

up when one day he saw twin boj^s who were playing at mak-

ing with earth the image of Buddha in three sections. On

level ground they first put up the base or lower section,

and building a mud embankment around it, thej- stood on this

and built up the middle section, and so on to the last. H3’oe-

m3'ung watching them was greath" enlightened, and joyousl3’

returning to the image, erected it in accordance with this

example. These twin bo3'S were none other than the Buddhas

of Knowledge and Wisdom, who had transformed themselves

in order to give instruction.

In height the body of the Buddha is 55 ft. and 5 in. It is

30 ft. in circumference. The ears are 9 ft. long. The distance

between the e3^ebrows is 6 ft. The mouth is 3 ft. 5 in. and the

cheeks are 5 ft. The hat is 8 ft. high. The slab of stone an

the head is 1 1 ft., and the smaller slab is 6 ft. 5 in. There is a

.small gold Buddha 3 ft. 5 in. in height. The stalk of the lotus

flower is II ft., plated with yellow and dark red gold.

The fame of these events spread far and wide and worship-

pers b3' tens of thousands gathered like the clouds, so vast

being their numbers that they made the place to resemble a

market and this gave the name of Si-jin (Market Ferry) to

the ford in front of the image. When the image was finally

erected the heavens poured forth a heavy rain which cleaned

the Buddha and a holy light appeared to envelope its body.

About three weeks later there was seen a luminous light re-

sembling jade shining forth from between the eyes which

illumined heaven and earth. And the Chinese monk, “Saga-

cious Eye’ ’ (Chi-an) having seen the light was guided by it to

the image. Worshipping he said :

—“In Ka-ju (China) there

is a great image which also stands facing the east and from it

reflects a light which coincides with the reflection from here.
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It is called K\van-ch‘ok (Reflecting Candle Image).” From

that time on the holy and propitious light was often seen

shining forth from the image straight into and be\'ond

mid-htaven. Among all the black-robed classes (monks and

priests) and the rich and poor masses of the entire country

there was not one who did not reverently respect it.

Once there was war with the Tang dynasty and a mul-

titude of the foe’s troops arriving at the Yalu river, the image

transformed itself into a straw-hatted monk and girding up

its garments about it forded across the river. The army of

the enemy, thinking the water shallow, attempted to cross, but

falling in the water, more than half perished. This sogreath'

angered the general that he struck the monk with his sword,

cleft the hat, and damaged the inner cap. The evidence

of this is still visible. This shows how devoted it is to the

dynast}'. Whenever peace reigns in the country the propi-

tious light shines bright from its entire body and is reflect-

ed in mid-heaven. But whenever the people are in a dis-

turbed state perspiration is to be seen flowing from all parts

of the body and the colours disappear from the flowers in its

hands.

Back.

Here came the officials of the government reverently

praying that evils be dispersed, peace prevail in the nation

and the people enjoy quietness. And from former times it

has been the custom never to refuse secret aid when sincere

worship and honour were paid. Of ten thousand things pray-

ed for, it is universally known that not one deserved thing

was ever refused, but favours were freely bestowed. But as

the accounts of many of its miracles have disappeared it is

difficult for us to record them.

The IMani femple was buil: in 1386. It was rebuilt

b}" the layman Pak-chi in 1581. In 1674 the monk Chi-

neung again rebuilt it. The monk Sung-neung had the hon-
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our of again rebuilding it in 1735. The iron chains were

contributed by So-dam and Pak-sin. The lime plaster on the

head was done by the monk Sin-jong. There was once a

wall of stone and eaith about it, but it fell into decay and

disappeared and the most glorious platform became a place

for heaping up refuse. An old man, grieved at the ruin of

the place, became a solicitor of funds to restore it, and in the

year 1740 a stone wall was built and the alter and utensils

were renewed.

The colossal body so dignified, and the cap so lofty 1

The three sections joined together are higher than six heights !

The chief of a thousand Buddhas and the most spiritual of

ten thousand idols ! Its revealed benefits and secret favours

have never ceased. Things prayed for were never denied

and things wished for never refused. It exercised secretlj'

the perfect power of Wonder and silently piled up divine

merit. As brilliant as the sun and moon, and as virtuous

as the heaven and earth, its fame is known everywhere and

multitudes gathered to it like the clouds, selling their posses-

sions and breaking up their property in the single desire to

do reverence perfectly. Lamps and candles gleamed brightly

and money was heaped up in front of it like earth. It gave

grace to the royal house and pity to the foolish multitudes.

The substance of its perfection and its exaltation were like its

towering head. Never before was there its fellow with like

dignified appearance and holy countenance and it will be

difficult for one to appear in the future. Oh beautiful, thou

idol ! Thou shalt last as long as this earth stands.

(The inscription ends with the names of the persons who

composed and cut the inscription on the tablet and the date

1743 (?), followed by the names of sixty-seven persons who

contributed the funds for the work).



"KOREANS COLOSSAL IHAGE OF BUDDHA.

By rev. G. H. JONES.

In a de.serted nook in the mountains which mark the boun-

dary between the provinces of Chung-chung and Chulla there

stands the colossal stone Buddha of Korea, surrounded b}'

desolation and abandoned to the ravages of time. A long

cherished plan to visit and inspect it has been realized bj" the

writer, and the following account has been prepared in re-

sponse to your kind invitation. Prefatory to the account of

the trip, I would call your attention to two things which must

impress the observer in connection with monuments in general

throughout Korea.

First of all, the interest in them is dependent-—as is the

case with monumental relics generally—upon a knowledge of

their histor}". It is rare that we find a monument which pos-

sesses such noteworthy features that, divorced from its his-

torical assf ciations, it attracts the passer-by. Of course there

are monuments in the Far East, which for their own intrinsic

worth repaj" the visitor, but in this feature Korea cannot be-

gin to compare with China or Japan, and is necessarily a dis-

appointment to the touri.st. But for this condition of affairs

we cannot altogether blame Korea, for this disappointment is

due not so much to the lack of monuments on the part of

Korea as to the lack of historical knowledge on the part of the

tourist. For Korea, like every other nation, has its great

monuments. There are scattered throughout the land me-

morial marks which stand for historical tragedies and come-

dies, for the rise and fall of royal dynasties, for religious, poli-

tical, commercial and racial conquests, for the great deeds

of great men, and sometimes for the foolish deeds of foolish
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men. It is foreign to the purpose of this paper to give ex-

amples of each of these classes, though it might be done.

Suffice it to say that to-day, to the great mass of the Koreans,

these monuments stand voiceless and meaningless because

their history is unknown or inaccessible and the oral tradi-

tions concerning them have wandered so far from the path

of truth during their journey through time that they no longer

shed light in the darkness w'hich surrounds them. A large

field and an interesting awaits scholars at this point, Al-

readj" the Hon. H. N, Alien has placed us under a debt of

gratitude in preserving for us in the earlier volumes of the

Korean Repository some account of the interesting places

about Seoul. Let us hope that one of these days n itive scholars

will take this matter up and that these memorials will once

more become vocal of the events, ideas and institutions for

which they stand.

The second matter of which I would speak is the disap-

pointment which awaits a person visiting Korean monuments,

due to the decay and ruin in which the>" are generally found.

They seem to have been abandoned as useless and valueless,

left to be the sport of time and of the elements, to crumble

into dust and disappear in the wind. This is certainl}’ an

anomaly among a nation of ancestor worshippers. Take, for

instance, the pagoda monument of Seoul—a beautiful specimen

of carved marble of which any city might be proud and which

has stood in the heart of the city for seven hundred years.

Three centuries ago it became the object of the destructive

fortune of war, and the victorious Japanese, attempting to

destroy it, succeeded in pulling down the upper part. The
debris lay in the square about its base, and it would seem

that one of the first things the Koreans would do on regaining

possession of the cit}^ would be to restore the monument.

But the debris was left where it had fallen for three hundred

years undisturbed. Houses gradually encroached on the

square on which it stood until one builder, becoming more

bold than the others, finally erected his house around the

monument, leaving it standing in the centreof his inner court,

which was not more that twenty feet square. And here it

was left until 1895, and to visit it you had to go along filthy

alley-ways, squeeze your w'ay through Lilliputian doorways.
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before you could reach it. It is certainly a matter for congratu-

lation that this condition of affairs has been remedied in

the case of the Seoul pagoda, and the work might well betaken

up in connection with other places.

Among the really great monuments of Korea the colossal

stone Buddha of Eun-jin occupies a foremost place. About

it centre most interesting tradition and legend
;

its manner of

construction makes it a genuine curiosit}-, and its size con-

stitutes it a real wonder. It is a memorial of religious con-

quest, and our interest is increased when we reflect that to-

day it stands for the glory and the fall of Korean Buddhism.

It will be in order to give first some account of the journey'

necessary to reach it and the locality' in which it is located.

(l) THE JOURNEY.

This colossal image is erected in the prefecture of Eun-

jin, in the southern part of the Chung-chung province. To
be exact, the monastery in which the Buddha stands is 400 //

south of Seoul (130 English miles) and may' be reached either

by pony or by chair from Seoul in four days. We left the

Capital in November and on bicycles took the great south-

eastern road down the Peninsula through Su-won to Kong-ju.

The road itself is a fine one and we enjoyed this part of the

trip very much until near Kong-ju, when some heathen stole

our pump and the bicycle was rendered useless. (Moral—take

along an extra pump with your bicycle). The road is a very'

interesting one. At Su-won y'ou find one of the prettiest

walled cities in Korea, and the accommodation at the inns is

not altogether bad. Near by is the tomb of a former crown

prince, who lived about the middle of the eighteenth centurjq

and whose history makes this tomb the monument of a great

tragedy. Upon this crown prince, whose name was Chong-

hon, has recently' been conferred the posthumous title of

emperor. The mausoleum is well worthy a visit for its

beautiful groves.

Between Su-won and Kong-ju we strike the A-san battle-

field, where was fought the opening laud engagement of the

Japan-China war and w'here you can still trace the course of

the conflict. On this section of the road the inn accommoda-
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tion is execrable. Arrived at Kong-ju we again can get fair

accommodation for Korea. Kong-ju is a ver}" interesting ciW,

but we spend only one night there and keeping still to the

direct south along the road to Chnn-ju, a day’s journey, as

Korean ponies travel, brings you to the monastery. It was

our good fortune to take another road down the valley of

the Keum river to Kang-gyungi, where we found Rev. F. W.
Steadman, who gave us much assistance and as we were thus

only twenty-five li away from the Colossus this was most

convenient.

Another possible waj' of reaching the Colossus is to go by
steamer to Kun-san. From there to Kang-gjumgi is only 90

H and there is a steam launch in which the distance maj’ be

made.

(2) HISTORY OF THE LOCALITY.

At Kang-gyungi we are in the prefecture of Eun-jin in

which the image stands, this prefecture being a small border

district between the provinces of Chung-chung and Chulla.

It lies in the valley of the beautiful Keum-gang, or Embroidery

River, and first came to notice historically in the time

of the ancient kingdom of Pak-che (b.c. 17—a.d. 660), dur-

ing which time the district was known as Tok-geun Kun We
are told that it was a great commercial centre of Pak-che,

so it must have played no small part in the introduction of

foreign things into that kingdom. After .several changes in

its name it was incorporated into Sil-la when that kingdom
overthrew Pak-che, and given the name of Tuk-eun. In

1019 a slight change of the characters, which did not change

the sound, was introduced, and this remained its name until

1419, when the present name ot Eun-jin was giv'^en to it. In

this new name we find some interesting hints of a historical

character. The first S3dlable “Eun” is of course a relic of

the old Silla name of the district. The new syllable “jin”

is part of the name of an ancient district which was abolished

in 1419 and its territories incorporated in the new prefecture

of Eun-jin. The name of this old district was Si-jin-h^-en.

In its name “Si” means a market or place for trade
;
“jin”

means a ford or ferr>'-place
;

“hj'-en” indicates a magistracy

of lower grade. This name indicates the character of the
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place, which was a port of trade, a great commercial emporium

famous iu those ancient days; and that the region has not lost

this character to this day the great markets at Non-mi and

Kang-gyiingi bear witness. It was to the ancient Si-jin

that the warlike and quarrelsome merchants of Pak-che re-

sorted fifteen hundred 3'ears ago to carry on their trade.

And that it was a port of much importance is indicated by an

old inscription which, describing the merchant junks anchored

there, said that the ships usuall}^ lay so closely packed in

that their masts and rudders were one inextricable mass. And
to this point, in those days so long gone by, must have come the

merchants of China and Japan, sometimes for trade, .some-

times accompanying the envoj's of their countries, sometimes

bringing warlike expeditions which wrought havoc far and

wide.

But the special interest these facts have for us in connec-

tion with the great Buddha lies in the fact that it may have

been here that Buddhism itself first entered Pak-che. Bud-

hism was a foreign importation, being sent to the peninsular

kingdoms b}' the Eastern Tsin d}’nasty of China (a.d. 317

—

19) and effecting an entrance almo.st simultaneously at two

points—in the north into Ko-gu-ryu and in the south into

Pak-che. Of this latter event the native historians tell us:—
“In the year a.d. 3S4, the barbarian monk Maranant'a came
from Tsin. King Chip-yu accorded him a most courteous

and ceremonious reception and Buddhism was established

as the national religion.’’ We do not know at what point

the monk-missionary landed, but it is not .so unlikely that

he may have come to this well-known port, and that one day

among the .ships making up that inextricable mass of “masts

and rudders’’ at Si-jin there may have come the imperial junk

of Tsin bearing the “barbarian monk Maranant’a’’ with his

images, incense, bells, books and vestments to plant in Korea

that cult which was to dominate the people for a thousand

years, thus landing close to the place where in later years the

greatest monument that Buddhi.sm posse.sses was to .stand.

And two hundred years later (a.d. 550) there probably em-
barked from this port that band of Pak-che priests sent by

their king to carry to the mikado of Japan the golden images of

Buddha and the triad of precious ones, the sutras and sacred
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books, and to give the faith of Buddha to the Sun-rise Empire.

And it is said that these relics exist to this day and are

preserved in the city of Nagano in Japan.

How appropriate then that in a region so rich in Bud-

dhistic fancies, legends and lore should stand the most notable

existing,monument of Korean Buddhism. While we cannot

recover from the past the reasons which caused the Buddhist

hierarchy to locate the colossus at this point, we certainly

agree that the locality has been most fitly selected.

(3) THE MONASTERY.

The colossal Buddha is at Kwang-ch‘ok-sa, the Monas-

tery of the Candle Eights. This name was given to the temple

by a Chinese monk who once visited the place and claimed

that in China there was a duplicate and that the name of its

monastery was Kwan-ch‘ok-sa, as we learn from the inscrip-

tion. As we approached it from the valley below, through

which runs the great overland road from Seoul, the sight was a

striking one. High up on the hill side, on a plateau possibl}^

300 feet above the valley, was the monastery, its buildings

clustering about the idol, and above their roofs rising the head

and shoulders of the image, white and shining in the sun,

its wide open eyes staring down at the beholder and well

calculated to impress the superstitious with awe. The whole

is in a sort of niche or nook in the hillside, the formation of

the hill resembling a screen.

We crossed the valley by narrow and uncertain paths

overgrown with weeds, for, as mentioned in the case of the

pagoda at Seoul, the Koreans have made no attempt to keep

up or save this memorial from ruin. Not even its sanctity as

a god has availed to save it from the ravages of time. A
crooked path led up to the plateau on which the image stands

and we soon found ourselves among the buildings of the

monastery and at the foot of the idol. The buildings were

once very extensive, having been built on a grand scale in

1386, and restored and rebuilt several times since. Only a

few of these buildings are standing to-day and the solitary

poverty-stricken monk gives no hint of the days when officials

with royal commissions, throngs of black-robed priests, and
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the hoi polloi in innumerable multitudes gathered here like

clouds. The busy port of Si-jin brought merchants and

pilgrims to the shrine from the Three Kingdoms. Its fame

was widespread and the roads that led to it were broad and

well trodden. To quote ;

—“Devotees sold their possessions

and inheritances in order to do reverence perfectly. Lamps
and candles gleamed all about it and the coin of the realm was

heaped up like dirt. It gave grace to the ro}^al house and pity

to the foolish multitudes. The substance of its perfection and

its exaltation were like its towering head.’’ Thus it was once;

now all is solitude and ruin. The star of India has paled be-

fore that of China. Confucius has as effectually supplanted

Buddhism in Korea as any purely human teacher can hope to

do. This was illustrated by an incident at the monastery.

When we first arrived there it looked as though the place was

deserted. In one of the rooms, however, we found a village

school-master with some young-men pupils. He told me that

he needed a quiet place free from interruption, so he had con; e to

the “Candle Light’’ and installed himself there. In the room

where he was holding forth were the paraphernalia of the

temple worship, and yet this did not embarrass him in the least.

This well illustrates the relation of the two cults in Korea. Con-

fucianism looks down with supreme contempt on Buddhism

and ignores its presence. Buddhism looks with condescension

on Confucianism and tolerates it in good nature. The Con-

fucian teacher needs a quiet place in which to instruct his

pupils, so he appropriates the best room in the nearest monas-

tery. The Buddhist monk receives him with politeness, ac-

knowledges the social and political superiority of Confucianism

and gives him the best room in the temple.

(4) DESCRIPTION OF THE IDOL.

Outside the main building of the monastery, on a level

earth platform, stands the great image. It is an ingenious

utilization of natural rock. It consists of two immense boulders,

which stand detached from the bed rock back of them bj- about

twenty feet. The lower one is about eighteen feet high and

thirty-eight feet in circumference. The front of it is chiselled

to represent the flowing skirts of a standing Buddha, and
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from beneath these chiselled robes the toes of its bare feet are

seen peeping. It rises out of a basin-like pedestal. On top

of this boulder there is another one, possibly twenty feet in

height, which has been cut to represent the shoulders, neck

and head of the image. This part has been ver}" carefulh^

chiselled and highly polished, so that seen from a distance on a

bright sunny day the effect is striking and has given rise to

the legend that when the workmen had finally succeeded in

erecting it there came a great rain from heaven and the heavy

deluge of water from on high so cleansed the image that its

bod}' became glistening and white. The face is very flat, giv-

ing it the appearance of a monstrosity, but this is not unusual in

idols, where superiority over man is generally represented by

.some monstrous deviation from the normal state. In the eye-

.sockets there are black discs, probably of slate, for the eyeballs.

Between the eyes is the usual disc of brass, the symbol of the

Buddha’s wisdom. Of this it is said that three weeks after the

miraculous washing there was discovered a light shining forth

from between its eyes, which filled earth and sky with its

radiance, and guided by this light pilgrims from distant lands

found their way to the image. Thus was the shining of a

gold-plated disc on a sunny day magnified into a supernatural

light reaching to distant lands.

The ears of the image are immense and have perforated

lobes which hang down to the shoulders. The arms are

separate stones cemented to the body. The right hand is held

at the girdle with fingers pointing downward, while the left

hand is held upright and carries a metal lotus flower grasped

between the thumb and forefinger. From the top of the skull

rises a round superstructure of stone to represent the coiffure.

It is plastered with white lime, is about six feet high and

slightly tapering. On top of this rests a great stone slab fully

ten feet long and seven feet wide, which is carved and has

brass bells and ornaments pendant from the corners. It re-

sembles a college mortar-board hat. From this rises another

cone three feet high, carrying a smaller stone slab, the whole

terminating in a spike apex.

This gives a most striking figure of over fifty feet in

height. Our figures are necessarily approximations, but they

will be found to be about the size of the piece. In height it is
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•iliorter than its fellow in Japan, which is sixtj^-five feet, but

we must not forget that the Korean Colossus antedates the

Japanese one by -250 years and, it is not altogether unlikeh',

may have suggested it and its superior height. Its weight is

enormous. Its situation is not without some art, for it has

the appearance of some colossal figure, a Korean Cyclops, as

it were, who has strolled down the hill-slope as far as the

temple and has paused in the midst of the buildings for a

moment to give some instruction, the position of the arms and

hands lending themselves readil}" to this fanc\E It is to be

•regretted that the terrace in front is so small. ’ No good view

of" the image can be had and it will be almost impossible to

obtain a good photograph..

There is a dressed-stone altar in front, but it bears no

sign of having been used in many years. There is also a huge

stone lantern near by, such as is common in the temples of

Japan. Also stone tablets, bearing an inscription with an ac-

count of the image. These are of a comparatively modern

date but probably carry most of the matter contained on any

original tablets that may have been put up here. The fate of

these original tablets is a mystery. It would be interesting

to know what has become of them, as well as of the stone in-

scriptions of the Ko-ryQ dynasty, which perished five hundred

years ago. They seem to have disappeared from the earth

and we have onl}^ left the stone inscriptions of the present

•dynasty.

(5) HISTORY AND LEGENDS OF THE COLOSSUS.

For the history of the great idol we are dependent on the

tablets at the monastery itself and on the information to be

culled from the Yii-ti Seu 7i;g- 7iam., an historical geography of

the country, written four hundred years ago. First of all is

the main tablet, which was probably written in the year 1743.

The date it bears is a little uncertain, for it carries the year-

name of the last period of the Ming dynasty of China, which

perished before the Manchus in 1644. In their devotion to

the memory of the Mings, Korean scholars to this day date

their literary works in the last year-period of the Mings. This

is very confusing, for though the first year of the period was

1628, and. if numerals were used, we could easilj' calculate
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the year, yet the Koreans give only the sexagenary name of

the year, which recurs once every sixty years, so that we are

at a loss to know which cycle is meant. The date here given

is “Syung-cheng chai kyei-hai.” This ‘‘Syung-cheng” is

the name of the last year period of the Mings and began in

1628. “Chai kjrei-hai’’ is the second “kye-hai” year after

1628, which would make it 1743. It will be seen that the in-

scription is a comparatively modern one, written long centuries

after the erection of the image, but we are able to compare its

statements with those in the Yu-ti Seu 7ig- 7iam, which dates

from 1478, and as these substantially agree it is evident that

the traditions have been preserved on the tablet.

The tablet gives the date of the erection of the image as

.\.D. 1004, which seems correct. Concerning the origin of

the Colossus the following legend is told : It is said that in

the year 966 a country woman was gathering bracken on the

slopes of the Pan-5^ak hill, where the image stands, when she

was startled by hearing the voice of a boy calling to her. For a

moment she was too frightened to move, but her terror passing

away, she went to the place whence came the voice and found

that a great stone had sprung high up out of the earth at that

point. Hastening to her home she told her son-in-law of the

mysterious occurrence, and he immediately went to the pre-

fect and laid the matter before the magistrate. The latter on

investigation found the story correct, or at least found the

great stone broken out from the hill-side, so he sent an ac-

count of it in a memorial to the king. The story was a mat-

ter of great wonder to the court and the entire officiary of the

realm was ordered to deliberate on the event and furnish his

majesty with a solution of the mystery. Their conclusion

was that the stone was a Buddha and should be carved into

Buddha’s likeness and reverenced as such. This commission

to sculpture the stones was committed to the High Depart-

ment of Physicians. No explanation is given for this peculiar

task imposed on the doctors of the Korean court. Possibly

it was assigned to them because of the fact that their occupa-

tion deals with the marvellous and the supernatural, and they

were thus supposed to be better qualified to undertake the task

than other men. The High Department of Physicianshaving

scoured the land in search of a sculptor with the requisite
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talent for the great work, finallj' selected the monk Hyei-myung,

of whom we know nothing except in this connection. To him

was assigned the work and in it he was assisted by one hundred

stone cutters.

It took thirty-seven years to complete the task, which we
can well believe. In the inscription mention is made of mov-

ing the head twenty li. From this obscure reference it would

appear that the stone for the upper part of the idol w'as brought

from a distance and was not found on the spot. The problem

of raising this great mass, weighing many tons, was a most

serious one to the monk-sculptor, and for a time he was in doubt

as to how it could be accomplished. The following is the

story of the way the matter was solved :
—“Now though Hyei-

myung had succeeded in fashioning the stone like to the

god, yet he was at a loss to find means for erecting the huge

mass. One day, however, as he was entering the Sa-chei ham-

let his attention was attracted to twin boj'-s who were playing

at making a mud Buddha three stories high. He quietly

stood and observed them and found that on a level space they

first put up the lower part of their work and then, building a

mud embankment, from this proceeded with the middle part

of their work and having finished this the same process

enabled them to put on the head. The lesson was not lost

on Hyei-myung, who thus discovered the solution of his pro-

blem. Full of joy he returned to the work and following the

example of the boys succeeded iu raising the image.’’ What
this account actually stands for it is hard to tell. It seems

to indicate that the monk made use of scaffolding in getting

the stones up, and apparently that this was the first time such

a process had been used in Korea. This, however,—that the

--idea of using scaffolding was then first discovered in Korea

seems incredible. It may have been that the scaffolding itself

was reinforced or supplemented by an embankment of earth,

for Korean scaffolds of green timber tied with straw ropes are

not adapted to support the immense strain which must have

been put on them when the upper part of the image was

raised.

We have already indicated the popularity of the shrine iu

ancient da3’s. The statement in the inscription, however, that

it was due to the thronging multitudes at the shrine that
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the district got its name of Si-jin is clearly an anachronism'^

for the place was known by that name centuries before the

image was chiselled. The great Colossus was the object of au
Unbroken stream of pilgrims, and many a poem was writteni

concerning it. One of the most famous of the.se is by Yi-sak„

who lived about 1558. This poem says :

—

A hundred // to the east of Ma town

In Si-jin is the Monastery of the Candle Ligirts.

There is the great .stone image, the Buddha.

I came. From out the earth I came.

On my high head is the snow colour.

Before is the great plain

Where the farmers reap the grain the}' offer on my altar.

And when from my brow the perspiration flows

Then sovereign and mini.sters alike quake with fear.

And this is no legend of the lips,

But is woven into the nation’s histor}-.

The poet has thus preserved for iis with a few dashes of

his brush an animated picture of the scene and the supposed

personality and thoughts of the colossus god. The reference

to the perspiration of the image points to a very common su-

perstition among the Koreans that in times of impending na-

tional or dynastic calamity the body of the idol is found to be

covered with sweat and the brilliant colours disappear from the

lotus flower it carries in its hand. This latter portent has

been visible for several centuries now, without particularly

disturbing the people or alarming them. It is the sw'eat that

they dread to see. There are of course many legends cluster-

ing about the image. One of the most common of these is in

explanation of the cleft in the head-gear, w'hich is quite visible.

There are two versions of this legend, the one in the inscrip-

tion being as follows

“Once there was w'ar with the Tang dynasty and our foes

came as far as the Yalu river. Here, however, they w'ere de-

tained by being unable to discover a ford. One day the idol

transformed itself into a straw-hatted monk and, gathering its

skirts about it, came across the river in plain sight of the Chi-

nese army. This made the Tang troops think that they had

discovered a ford and, attempting to cross at the point the

image was seen at, more that half their number lost their lives
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by drowning. This so angered the Chinese general that he

struck the monk with his sword, intending to kill him, but only

isucceeded in making a cleft in his hat. From this time the

head-gear of the idol was seen to be broken. This is an undeni-

able fact.”

But this “undeniable fact” will not bear inspection. The
Tang d3’nasty of China came to an end a hundred years before

the image was erected, so that the inscription is convicted of

another bad case of anachronism. The popular version is more

plausible in some of its details and certainlj^ avoids the an-

achronistic pitfall. The usual form, as related to travellers,

is that in the time of the Japanese invasion (1592-97) the in-

vaders arrived on the banks of the Keum-gang, opposite

Kang-g>'ungi, but were unable to cross, the river being frozen

over. Halted for a few days by this they at last discovered a

Korean of gigantic stature crossing on the ice at a certain point.

The Japanese immediately marshalled their forces and essaj’ed

to cross, but the attempt was a fatal one, for the ice broke under

them and manj' lost their lives. The man of gigantic stature

proved to be the Colossus, and the Japanese, when they did

get across, sought revenge by trying to destroy the image with

their cannon. They had succeeded in injuring the head, when
the idol .sprang up into the .sky out of their reach.

One of the prettiest stories in connection with the Colos-

sus is the fable of the Mole, in which is embodied the homeh-

truth that a man should not seek to marrj- above his station.

The fable is as follows :
—

Once upon a time the Mole gave birth to a marv^ellous

daughter. In beauty she surpassed all others, and the proud

father determined that he would take for her husband only

the greatest being in the universe. He thought long before

deciding who was the greatest being in the universe, but finall}'

concluded that it must be the Sky.

So one day to the Sky he went with the offer of his

daughter in marriage. The Sky expressed his high apprecia-

tion of the honour proposed for him and said that he had heard

of the wonderful beauty of the Mole’s daughter, and certainl}'

the onl>" mate for her must be the greatest being in the uni-

verse. Now though man}^ thought that the Sky was the

greatest being in the universe yet it was not so, for the Sun
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is certainly greater that the Sky. For without the Sun to

illumine and lighten, the Sky becomes but invisible black-

ness. * Only the—Sun was a fit mate for the Mole.

So to the Sun went the Mole. And the Sun after express-

ing his delight at the honour proposed for him modestly called

the attention of the Mole to the Clouds which daily covered

his face and wrapped him in darkness. Against them he was
powerless

;
for they were superior to him, and in them alone

would the Mole find a worthy mate for his daughter. Then
to the Clouds came the Mole, but they promptly pointed out

that they were but the plaything of the Wind, which hourly

drove them helter-skelter across the sky, making sport of

them at its own sweet will—surely none but the Wind might

aspire to wed the maid. Seeking the Wind the Mole made
offer of his peerless daughter. But the Wind was obliged

to decline in favor of a greater, saying: “It is true that all bow
before my power and acknowledge my greatness, all except that

stone Colossus of Eun-jin. He alone defies me and though

this many a year I have smitten him hip and thigh, still he

stands, and to him I must bow as my superior. My marriage

with Miss Mole would be the robbery of the Colossus of his

heaven-destined bride. Go to the Colossus and make him

your son-iu-law’.
’

’ So to the Colossus came the weary Mole and

told him the state of the case and asked him if he would wed
his daughter. “Gladly would I do so and highly honoured

would I be in the marriage—were I the worthiest being in the

universe—but there is one greater than I for whom the peer-

less daughter of the Mole is destined. It is true that I am
greater than the Wind, who is greater than the Cloud, who is

greater than the Sun, who is greater than the Sky itself. But

underneath my feet there is a little mole, and day by day he is

burrowing away, preparing a pit into which I know I shall one

day topple. I stamp and I press with all my might on his

head, yet in vain. The mole is my conqueror and one day he

will lay me low. Only he of all in the universe is worthy of

your daughter. Go make him your son-in-law.’’ And the

Mole came back to his hole in the ground and declared how
all the universe united in testifying that the Moles are the

greatest of all.



PRELIMINARY NOTE.

On June nth, 1900, the following call for a Mass Meeting of the foreign

residents of Seoul, Korea, was circulated:

—

"It has been proposed to found a Korea Branch of the
Royal Asiatic Society. The correspondence necessary
to that end has been successfully conducted, and 3'ou

are in\"ited to attend a General Meeting at the Reading-
room of the Seoul Union, on Saturday', i6th inst., at

half-past four of the afternoon ; at which time and place
the subject will be discussed and, if it seems desirable,
an organization will be effected. The draft of a Consti-
tution has been prepared and will be presented for adop-
tion, subject to revision. Officers will be elected, and
such other steps taken as will ensure an early realiza-

tion of the benefits likely to accrue from the founding
of such an organization.

“Committee on Arrangements.’’

MINUTES OF GENERAL MEETINGS.
A Meeting, as above called, was convened at 4.30 p.m. at the rooms of

the Seoul Union to take steps toward the formation of a Korea Branch of

the Ro}-al Asiatic Societ}-. Those pre.sent W’ere

—

Mr. Gubbins
Mr. W.AKEFiEED
Mr. Appenzeller
Mr. Beck
Mr. Swearer
Mr. Moore
Mr. Bunker
Dr. WeiperT
Mr. Gale
Mr. Sands
Mr. Badcock
Mr. Jones
Dr. Scranton
Mr. HULBERT
Mr. Cable
Mr. Sykes
Dr. Underwood

(H. B. M. Charg6 d’Affaires.).

(Imperial Korean Customs).

(Anier. M. E. Mission).

(Amer. M. E. Mission).

(Amer. M. E. Mission).

(Amer. Pres. Mission).

(Amer. M. E. Mission).

(H. I. G. M. Consul-General).

(Amer. Pres. Mission).

(Adviser, Royal Household Department).

(Eng. Ch. Mission).

(Amer. M. E. Mission).

(Amer. M. E. Mission).

(Imperial Normal School).

(Amer. M. E. Mission).

(B. &. F. Bible Societv ).

(Amer. Pres. Mission).

Un nomination of Mr. Appenzkller, Mr. Gubbins was elected
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Chairman. Taking the Chair, he called for nominations for Secretarv

of the Meeting. On motion of Mr. Bunker, Mr. G.\le was elected to

that office.

The Ch.\irman then brief!}- stated the object of the Meeting, call-

ing attention to the work of the Asiatic Society of Japan as indicating

the probable lines on which the Society would work here. He then asked

Mr. Jones to state what steps had been taken up to the present and

to read any correspondence pertaining thereto. Thereupon Mr. Jones

read a communication, dated Nov. nth, 1899, from the Secretary of the

China Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society, suggesting that we communi-

cate with the Royal Asiatic Society, London, t nd ask permission to use

their name. Another comniunicaticn, dated June 10th, 1900, from the

Acting Secretary of the Royal A.siatic Society, -»vas also read. It stated

that our letter of Oct. 18th, 1899, had been laid before the Council on

the previous day and that they welcomed the proposal to form an Asiatic

Society in Korea, and would gladly admit it when formed as a Branch

Society, provided that the rules were such as they could approve of.

Mr. Jones then presented the following resolution :

—

“Whereas the initial steps towards the formation of a Korea
Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society have been taken

;
and

“Whereas it seems desirable that such a Society should be
formed at this time

—

“Resolved that we organize ourselves into the Korea Branch
of the Royal Asiatic Society, with conditions of Member-
ship, Constitution and By-laws to be decided upon in accor-

dance with the letter of June loth, 1900, received from the
Society in London.”

This resolution being put as a motion was seconded and was carried

unanimously.

The Chairman then asked Mr. Hulbert to read the draft 'of a

proposed Constitution and By-laws, which had been drawn up for di.s-

cussion at this Meeting. After it had been read the Chairman asked

whether it should be discussed and voted on article by article or should

I)e adopted en bloc. As there seemed to be no desire to suggest changes,

and in view of the fact that the various articles of the Constitution and

By-laws corresponded very closely with those of the Asiatic Societies of

Japan and of China, the Chairman put the question to the house whether

this Constitution and By-laws should be adopted as a whole. It was

carried unanimously.

The election of officers was then taken up as provided for in the

Constitution adopted, and the following were unanimously elected;

—

President J. H. Gubbin.s, Esq., C.M.G.
Vice-President Rev. Geo. Heber Jones.
Corresponding Secretary . .Key

.

Jas. S. Gale, B.A.

Recording Secretary H. B. Hulbert, Esq., F.R.G.S.

Preasnrer Rev-. A. B. Turner, B.A.

Librarian Alex. Kenmure, Esq.
( Hon. H. N. Allen

Me?nbers of Couficil. . .

.

-I Dr. WeipERT
( J. McLeavy Brown, Esq., C.M.G.

The Chairman then declared the Meeting adjourned.
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Seoul, 24th Oct, igoo.

A General Meeting of the Society convened at the rooms of the Seoul

Union at 4 P.M., with the President in the Chair. The Minutes of

the previous Meeting were read and adopted.

In opening the proceedings Mr. Gubbins said :

—

“This being the first General Meeting of our Society it has been

thought that a few remarks from the Chair with reference to the objects

of the Societ}- and its prospects would be appropriate on this occasion.

' These remarks will be brief, for we have much business to get through

and the time at our disposal is short.

“In the first place I would mention that the interval which has elapsed

since our Society was formed has not been one of idleness on the part

of the Council. In the organization of every Society there are many
preliminary details to be arranged, and the consideration of these has

occupied the attention of the Council during several Meetings. Part of

this business the Council has dealt with under the authority given b}- the

Constitution and By-laws. Other matters will require the sanction of a

General Meeting, and these will be brought to your notice in due course

by the Council.

“With regard to the prospect before us, we are fortunate, I think, in

securing for our opening Meeting a paper from our Corresponding Sec-

retary, the Reverend Mr. Gale, who is an acknowledged authority on

Korean matters, and I am glad to be able to announce that papers have

been promised bj’ our Vice-President, the Rev. Mr. Jones ;
by our Re-

cording Secretary, Mr. Hulbert, and by the Rev. Llr. Trollope. We
hope, therefore, to be able to hold at least three more IMeetings before the

close of the present year. I would like to add with reference to this

point that I trust Members of the Society will not be discouraged if

sometimes there should occur a long interval during which, owing to lack

of papers, no Meeting takes place. We are a small Society, and the

number of working Members— I mean, of course. Members who are in a

position to supply papers—is necessarily small. You must not, therefore,

be surprised if, when the first flush of enthusiasm which has led to the

creation of this Society has passed, a reaction should set in. This is al-

most inevitable
;
it happens to all Societies, and we have no right to ex-

pect that history will not repeat itself in our case.

“And this brings me to another and a very important matter—the

objects of our Society. We stand here on the threshold of our labours,

and it is very necessary that we should make up our minds clearly as to

the course we intend to pursue in furthering the objects for which the

Society has been called into existence. Like all Societies, we have two
audiences to deal with, the audience we address through our Meetings

and the more distant and possibly more learned audience we appeal to

through the medium of our Transactions. While, therefore, it is neces-

sary for us to win the sympathy of resident Members, on whose support

we are primarily dependent, it is also incumbent upon us not to forget

that so far as non-resident Members, the outside public, are concerned,

we shall be judged by our Transactions—that is to sa}-, by the papers
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which we publish. If we were to look mereh- to the one audience—that

on the spot—we might easily fall into the error of treating .subjects in

too popular a manner and so diminish the scientific value of our published

Transactions. We shall do well, therefore, I think, to steer a middle

course, and if we incline rather to the one side than to the other, since we
profess to be a branch of a learned Societ}-, I trust that the scale will always

turn in favour of the solid value of our Transactions and not the mere
popularity of our Meetings.

“A distinguished traveller, who has written about this country, is re-

ported to have said that there w'as little or nothing in Korea to repay

research. Your Council do not agree with this view. We are aware

that the literature of the country, owing largel}' to the Chine.se influence

of which }'Ou will hear more during the reading of Mr. Gale’s paper, and

also in part to causes which exist in the social conditions of Korea, is no^

as accessible for purposes of research as the literature of other countries.

But that plenty of material exists in the country itself we know by the

Korean Bibliography compiled by M. Courant ; W’e know also that we
may look to China and Japan to furnish other material for investiga-

tion
;
and I am sure that you wdll all agree in thinking that there is every

reason to hope that the efforts of our Society, though its beginnings be

small and its work at first slow, may be successful in exploiting this ma-

terial for the information of all who take an interest in Korea and the Far

East.”

The I’resident then introduced the reader of the paper, the Rev. .

Jas. S. Gale, who presented an able discussion of ‘‘The Influence of

China upon Korea.” It was followed by a few remarks b)’ Dr. Allen,
Mr. Jones and Mr. HulberT. Dr. Allen moved a vote of thanks to

the reader of the paper, which was carried with applause.

The President then declared the Meeting adjourned.

Seoul, Nov. 2gth, igoo.

A General Meeting was convened at the Seoul Union Reading-room

at 4.30 P.M., with the President in the Chair. By motion of the Lib-

rarian the reading of the Minutes of the last Meeting was dispensed with.

The President asked the Recording Secretary to read the propo.sed

amendments to the Constitution and By-laws to be voted on at the next

Meeting. The President announced the election as Honorar)’ Mem-
bers of—

W. G. Aston, Esq., C.M.G.

Rev. W. E. Griffis, D.D.

Rev. John Ross, D.D.

He also announced the election as Ordinary' Members of the

—

Rev. C. E. Sharp.
Dr. E. D. Follwell.
Rev. S. A. Moffett.
Rev. H. M. Bruen.
Rev. J. R. Moose.

Rev. A. G. Welbon.
Dr. J. H. Wells.
Dr. Charles Irvin.
Dr. R. A. Hardie.
Rev. W. A. Noble.
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The President read the following statement :

—

“In connection with the proposal for the amendment of the rule
relating to Entrance Fees and Annual Subscriptions, notice
of which has been given to-day, it has been thought desirable
to explain that the Council have had under conside*ition
the objections which may not unnaturally be felt by Mem-
bers to the pa3-ment almost siniultaueousl}" of Subscriptions
for the present and coming j'ear. Owing to the occurrence
of the summer vacation so soon after our Societ}- was organ-
ized, difhcultj’ was experienced in drawing up a list of Original
IMembers, and until thisi list W’as completed it was not
possible to begin the work of collecting Entrance Fees and
Suljscriptions. The roll of Original Members being now-
complete, the Treasurer will shortly proceed to call upon
IMembers for their Entrance P'ees and Subscriptions which
should strictU' have been collected in June last. At our
next Meeting, however, which will be the Annual Meeting
of the Society', those present will be asked to vote upon the
proposal for increasing the amounts of Entrance Fees and
Subscriptions, notice of which has now been given, and if,

as the Council have reason to hope, their propo.sal be carried,
not onlj' will Members, under the rule governing the pay-
ment of Subscriptions, be called upon to pa}* the Annual
Subscription in the course of a few weeks, since the present
year is drawing to a close, but one of these Subscriptions
will be on the increased scale which we trust will be voted
by the Societ}-.

“Under these circumstances, the Council think that the
convenience of Members will be best consulted by deferring
the payment of the Subscription for the year 1901, w-hich
is due in January next, until the following June, leaving,
however. Entrance Fees due from new Members joining the
Society after the ist of January next payable upon their

election as prescribed in the rules. •

• “This course, which is suggested by the exceptional
circumstances which exist, the Council do not regard in the
light of an amendment to the Constitution, but simply as
an alteration for this single occasion of the rule regarding
the date of payment of Subscriptions, and as a special mea-
sure relating to the organization of the Society. They think,
therefore, that the present Meeting is competent to deal with
the case by pas.sing a motion in the sense I have explained.”

The Vice-President thereupon moved that the payment of the

Annual Subscription for 1901, due from Members in January next, be de-

ferred until the following June. The motion was seconded by the Cor-
responding Secretary and passed.

The President then called upon Mr. Hui.berT to read the paper

of the day on “Korean Survivals.” After the reading the President

threw open the question fcr discussion. The Corresponding Secretary,

Rev. J AS. S. Gale, read some interesting notes on the subject, as did

also the Vice-President, Rev. Geo. Heber Jones. Mr. Kenmure
asked whether the people of northern Korea were savage or liarbarous

before the time of Keui-ja. Mr.Hulbert made a few verbal corrections

to make his position better understood, and after some pertinent re-

marks by the President and a vote of thanks to the reader of the paper

the Meeting adjourned.
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Seoul, Dec. igth., igoo.

The first Annual Meeting of the Society was held in the rooms of the

Seoul Union at 4 p.m., the Chair being taken by the President.
It was decided that the Minutes of the previous General Meeting

should be taken as read.

In view of the short time that had elapsed since the formation of

the Society in the previous June, and of the fact that the summer vacation

had occurred immediately after its formation, it was decided to dispense

with the Annual Report of the Council for the year 1900 and to include

it in the Annual Report for the following year.

The amendments made by the Council in the Constitution and By-

laws of the Society were put to the Meeting and passed unanimously.

It was decided to re-elect for the ensuing year the President, Vice-

President and other Officers and Members of the Council, with the excep-

tion of the Treasurer, whose continued absence from Korea had prevented

him from taking part in the work of the Council. For this po.st Mr.

E. V. Morgan, Secretary of theU.S. Legation, was elected in the place

of the Rev. A.B. Turner, the retiring Treasurer.

The Meeting adjourned at 5.30. p.m.
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OFFICERS DURING 1900*

PRESIDENT.

J. H. Gubbins, Esq., C.M.G.

VICE-PRESIDENT.

Rev. George Heber Joees.

HONORARY SECRETARIES.

Rev. Jas. S. Gale, B.A.

H. B. Hulbert, Esq., A.M., F.R.G.S.

HONORARY TREASURER.

E. V. Morgan, Esq.

HONORARY LIBRARIAN.

Alex. Kenmure, Esq.

COUNCILLORS.

The Hon. H. N. Allen.

H. WlEPERT, Ph.D,

J. McEeavy Brown, Esq., C.M.G.



LIST OF riEMBERS

Members are particularly requested to notify the Hon. Secretaries of

any change of address or other correction to be made in this List.

(Indicates a Member who has contributed to the Society’s Trans-

actions.

HONORARY MEMBERS.
YEAR OF
ELECTION.

1900 Aston, C.M.G., \V. G

1900 Griffis. D.D., Rev. Win, E.
1900 Ross, D.D., Rev. John . . .

.

The Bluff, Beer, E. Devon.
England.

Ithaca, New York, U.S.A.
Moukden

,
Manchuria.

1900
1900
1900

1900
1900
1900
1900

1900
1900
1900
1900
1900
1900
1900
1900

1900
1900
1900
1900
1900
1900
1900
1900
1900
1900

1900
1900
1900
1900
1900
1900
1900

1900
1900

ORDINARY MEMBERS.
Allen, The Hon. H. N
Appenzeller, Rev. H. G
Avison, M.D., O. R
Balljohn, F. F
Beck, Rev. S. A.
Brincknieier
Brown, C.M.G., J. McLeavy

Bruen, Rev. H. M
Bunker, M.A., Rev. D. A
Chariesworth, F R.G..S., H. E
Follwell, M.D., Rev. E. D

fGale, B.A., Rev. Jas. S
Gubbins, C.M.G., J. H
Hardie, M.D., R. A...

fHulbert, A.M., F.R.G..S., H. B. .

Irvin, M.D., C. H
(Jones, Rev. George Heber
Kenmure, Alex
Krumm, C.E., Raymond
Moose, Rev. J. R
Morgan, E. V
Morris, Rev. C. D
Noble, Rev. W. A
Ottewill, H. A
Sands, W. F

Scranton, M.D., Rev. W. B
Sharp, Rev. C. E
Swearer, Rev. W. C
Sykes, A. A
Trollope, m.a.. Rev. M. N
Underwood, D.D., Rev. H. G. .

.

Weipert, ph.d., H

Wei bon. Rev. A. G
Wells, M.D., J. H

U. S. Legation, Seoul.
M. E. Mis.sion, Seoul.
Pres. Mission, Seoul.
Imp. Ger. School, Seoul.
M. E. Mission, Seoul.
I. G. Legation, Seoul.
Inspectorate General of

Customs, Seoul.
Pres. Mission, Seoul.
M. E. Mission, Seoul.
Eng. Ch. Mis., Newchwang.
M. E. Mission, Ping-yang.
Pres. Mission, Seoul.
H. B. M.’s Legation, Seoul.
M. E. Mission, Wonsan.
Imp. Gov. Normal School,

Seoul.
Pres. Mission, Fusan.
M. E. Mission, Chemulpo.
Bible House, Seoul.
Bureau of Survey, Seoul.
M. E. Mis. (South), Seoul.
Lb S. Legation, Seoul.
M. E. Mission, Ping-yang.
M. E. Mission, Ping-j-ang.
H. B. M.’s Legation, Seoul.
Imperial Household Depart-

ment, Seoul.
M. E. Mission, Seoul.
Pres. Mission, Seoul.
M. E. Mission, Seoul.
B. & Pb B. Society, Seoul.

Eng. Ch. Mission, Seoul.
Pres. Mission, Seoul.

H. I. G. IM.’s Consulate-
General, Seoul.

Pres. Mission, Seoul.

Pres. Mission, Ping-yang.
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OF THE

KOREA BRANCH

OF THE

ROYAL ASIATIC SOCIETY.

CONSTITUTION.
NAME AND OBJECT,

The Name of the Society shall be The Korea Branch of Art. I.

THE Royal Asiatic Society".

The Object of the Society shall be to inve.stigate the Arts, Art. II.

Historj", Titeratiire and Customs of Korea and the neigh-

bouring countries.

MEHBERSHIP.

The Society shall consist of Honorary and Ordinary Members.

Honorary Members shall be admitted on special grounds to

be determined in each case b}" the Council. The}^ shall not

be resident in Korea and thej’ shall not be required to pay

either Entrance Fee or Annual Subscription.

Ordinary Members shall pay on their election an Entrance

Fee of Five Yen and the Subscription for the current year.

Tho.se resident in Korea .shall pay an Annual SuFscription

of Five Yen. Those not resident in Korea shall pay an

Annual Subscription of Three Yen.

The Annual Subscription shall be payable in advance on the

first day of Januarj'.

The first Annual Subscription of Members elected in the last

quarter of any year shall cover the Subscription for the

following year.

Art. III.

Art. IY.

Art. V.

Art. VI.
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Art. VII.

Art. VIII.

Art. IX.

Art. X.

Art. XI.

Art. XII.

Art. XIII.

Art. XIV.

Every Member shall, subject to the provisions of sub-head-

ing {h) of Article XIII. of the By-laws, be entitled to receive

the Publications of the Society during the period of his

Membership.

OFFICERS.

The Officers of the Societ}- shall be—

•

A President;

A Vice-President;

A Corresponding Secretary;

A Recording Secretar}’;

A Treasurer;

A Librarian.

COUNCIL.

The affairs of the Societ)^ shall be managed bj^ a Council com-

posed of the Officers for the current 3"ear, together with

three Ordinary Members.

HEETINQS.

General Meetings of the Society and Meetings of the Council

shall be held as the Council shall appoint and announce.

The Annual Meeting of the Society shall be held in Decem-

ber. At this Meeting the Council shall present its Annual

Report, which shall include the Treasurer’s Statement of

Account.

Nine Members shall form a quorum at an Annual Meeting

and four Members at a Council Meeting. The Chairman

shall have a casting vote. At all Meetings of the Societv

or Council, in the absence of the President and Vice-

President, a Chairman shall be elected by the Meeting.

The General Meetings of the Society' shall be open to the

public, but persons who are not Members shall not address

the Meeting except b}' invitation of the Chair.

ELECTIONS,

All Members of the Society shall be elected by the Council.

The}" shall be proposed at one Meeting of the Council and

ballotted for at the next, one black ball in four to exclude

;

and their election shall be announced at the General Meet-

ing following.
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Tlie Officers and other Members of the Council shall be Art.

elected b}' ballot at the Annual Meeting and shall hold office

for one 3'ear.

The Council shall fill all vacancies in its Membership that maj’ Art.

occur between Annual Meetings.

PUBLICATION.

The Publications of the Society shall contain :—(i) Such Art,

papers and notes read before the Society" as the Council

shall select, and an abstract of the discu.ssion thereon. (2)

The Minutes of the General Meetings, with a list of Officers

and of Honorar}' and Ordinary Members. (3) The Reports

and Accounts presented at the last Annual Meeting.

The Council shall have power to accept for publication papers

or other contributions of scientific value, the technical or

voluminous nature of which does not admit of their being

read at a Meeting of the Society.

Authors of published papers ma}’ be supplied with extra copies Art.

at the discretion of the Council.

The Council shall have power to publish in separate form Art.

papers or documents which it considers of sufficient interest

or importance.

Papers accepted bj" the Council shall become the property of Art
the Society and shall not be published without the consent

of the Council.

Acceptance of a paper by the Council for reading at a Gen- Art.

eral Meeting of the Society does not bind the Societ}' to its

publication afterwards, but when the Council decides not

to publish anj" paper accepted for reading, that paper shall

be restored to the author without an}- restriction as to its

subsequent use, but a copy of it shall be kept on file.

MAKING OF BY-LAWS.

The Council shall have power to make and amend B}--laws Art,

for its own use and the Society’s guidance, provided that

these are not inconsistent with the Constitution
;
and a

General Meeting, by a majority vote, may suspend the

operatiop of any By-law.

XY.

XVI.

XVII.

XVIII.

XIX.

XX,

XXL

XXII.
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Art. XXIII.

Art. I.

Art. II.

Art. III.

Art. IV.

Art. V.

AMENDHENTS.

None of the foregoing article.s of the Constitution can be

amended except at a General Meeting by a vote of two-

thirds of the Members present, and then only if due notice

of the proposed amendment has been given at a previous

General Meeting.

BY-LAWS.

GENERAL MEETINGS.

The Se.ssion of the Society shall coincide with the Calendar

Year, the Annual Meeting taking place in December.

Ordinaril}^ the Session of the Society shall consist of nine

nionthl}" General Meetings, of which the Annual Meeting

shall be considered one, but it may include a greater or less

number whenever the Council finds reason for such a change.

The place and time of meeting shall be fixed b}^ the Council,

preference being given to 4 p.m. of the second Wednesday

of each month.

Timely notice of each General Meeting shall be sent to every

Member resident in Seoul or Chemulpo.

ORDER OF BUSINESS AT GENERAL MEETINGS.

The Order of Business at General Meetings shall be :

—

(1) Action on the Minutes of the la.st Meeting.

(2) Communications from the Council (Reports, etc.),

(3) Miscellaneous Busine.ss.

(4) The reading and discussion of Papers,

The above order shall be observed except w^hen the Chairman

shall rule otherwise.

At Annual Meetings the Order of Business shall include, in

addition to the foregoing matters :

—

{5) The reading of the Council’s Annual Report and

Treasurer’s Account and submission of these for

the action of the Meeting upon them.

(6) The Election of Officers and Council as directed by

the Constitution,
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MEETINGS OF COUNCIL.

The Council shall appoint its own Meetings, preference be- AkT. VI.

ing given to the first Wednesday of each month at 4 p.m.

Timely notice of each Council Meeting shall be sent by post Art. VII.

to the address of every Member of the Council, and shall

contain a statement of any extraordinary business to be

transacted.

ORDER OF BUSINESS AT COUNCIL HEETINGS.

The Order of Business at Council Meetings shall be :— Art. VIII.

(1) Action upon the Minutes of the last Meeting.

(2) Reports {a) of the Corresponding Secretary.

(/^) of the Publication Committee.

(r) of the Treasurer.

(d) of the Librarian.

(^) of Special Committees.

(3) The Election of new Members.

(4) The Nomination of Candidates for Membership.

(5) Miscellaneous Business.

(6) Acceptance of papers to be read before the Society.

(7) Arrangement of Business for the next General Meeting.

PUBLICATION COMMITTEE.

There shall be a Standing Committee called the Publication Art. IX.

Committee, composed of the Secretaries, the Librarian and

any Members appointed by the Council. It shall ordinarily

be presided over by the Corresponding Secretary.

It shall superintend the publication of the Transactions of the

Society and the re-issue of parts out of print.

It .shall report periodically to the Council and act under its

airthority.

It shall audit the accounts for printing the Transactions.

It shall not allow authors’ manuscripts or printers’ proofs to

go out of its custody for other than the Society’s purposes.

AUDIT.

Before the Annual Meeting of each year the Treasurer’s State- Art. X.
ment of Account shall be audited by two Members appointed

by the President.
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DUTIES OF CORRESPONDING SECRETARY.

Art. XI. The Corresponding Secretary shall

—

(a) Conduct the correspondence of the Society

(3) Arrange for and issue notices of Council Meetings and

see that all business is brought duly and in order be-

fore each Meeting.

(c) Attend every Council Meeting or give notice to the

Recording Secretary that he will be absent.

(d) Notify new Officers and Members of Council of their

appointment and send them each a copy of the Bj^-laws.

(e) Notify new Members of their election and to each

send them a copy of the Constitution and of the

Library Catalogue.

(/) Unite with the Recording Secretar}^ Treasurer and

Librarian in drafting the Annual Report of the Coun-

cil and with the other Members of the Publication

Committee in preparing for publication all matters as

defined in Article XVII. of the Constitution.

Act as Chairman of the Publication Committee and

take first charge of authors’ manuscripts and proofs

.struck off for use at Meetings.

DUTIES OF RECORDING SECRETARY.

Art. XII. The Recording Secretary shall

—

(a) Keep Minutes of General Meetings and Meetings of

the Council.

Make arrangements for General Meetings as instruc-

ted by the Council and notify Members thereof.

(f) Inform the Corresponding Secretary and the Trea-

surer of the election of new Members.

(d) Attend everj^ General Meeting and every Meeting of

the Council, or, in case of absence, depute the Corres-

ponding Secretary or some other Member of the Coun-

cil to perform his duties and shall forward to him

the Minute-Book.

(e) Act for the Corresponding Secretary in the latter’s

absence.

(/) Assist in drafting the Annual Report of the Council

and in preparing for publication the Minutes of the

General Meetings and the Constitution and By-laws.

I
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ig:) Act on the Publication Committee.

(//) Phirnish to the Press abstracts of Proceedings at Gen-
eral Meetings as directed b}* the Council.

DUTIES OF TREASURER,

The Treasurer shall— Art. XIII.

(a) Take charge of the Societj^’s funds in accordance with

the instructions of the Council.

(/)) Apply to the President to appoint Auditors and pre-

sent to the Council the Annual Balance Sheet duly

audited before the date of the Annual Meeting.

(c) Attend ever}’ Council Meeting and report when re-

quested upon the money affairs of the Society, or, in

case of absence, depute some Member of the Council to

act for him, furnishing him with such information

and documents as may be necessary.

(«') Collect Sub.scriptions and notify Members of their un-

paid dues in Januar}^ and June.

(e) Collect from Agents the money received by them for

the sale of the Society's Publications.

(/) Pay out all mone3's for the Society under the direc-

tion of the Council, making no single payment in

excess of Ten Yen without special vote of the Council.

(g') Inform the Librarian when a new Member has paid

his Entrance Fee and his fir.st Subscription.

(//) Submit to the Council at its January Meeting the

names of Members who have not paid their Subscrip-

tion for the past year
;
and after action has been

taken by the Council furnish the Librarian with the

names of any Members to whom the sending of the

Publications is to be suspended or .stopped.

DUTIES OF LIBRARIAN.

The Librarian shall— Art. XIV.
(a) Take charge of the Society’s Library and stock of

1 ubiications, keep its books and periodicals in o der,

catalogue all additions to the Library and supervise

the binding and preservation of the books.

(d) Carry out the regulations of the Council for the use

and lending of the Societ5’’s books.
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U) Send copies of the Publications to all Honorary Mem-
bers, to all Ordinary Members not in arrears for dues,

according to the list furnished him by the Treasurer,

and to all Societies and Journals, the names of which
are on the list of exchanges.

{d) Arrange with booksellers and others for the sale of

the Publications as directed by the Council, send the

required number of each issue to the appointed Agents
and keep a record of all such business.

{e) Arrange for further exchanges as directed by the

Council.

(/) Draw up a list of the exchanges and of additions to the

Library for insertion in the Council’s AnnuM Report.

(g) Make additions to the Library as instructed by the

Council.

(//) Present to the Council at its November Meeting a

statement of the stock of Publications pos.sessed by

the Society.

(/) Act on the Publication Committee.

( 7 )
Attend every Council Meeting and report on Library

matters, or, if absent, send to the Corresponding

Secretary a statement of any matter of immediate

importance.

LIBRARY AND MEETING ROOH.

XV The Society’s Rooms and Library shall be in Seoul, to which

may be addressed all letters and parcels not sent to the

private address of the Corresponding Secretary, Treasurer

or Librarian.

XVI The Library shall be open to Members for consultation during

the day, the keys of the book-cases being in the possession

of the Librarian or other Members of Council resident in

the vicinity, and books may be borrowed on application to

the Librarian.

SALE OF PUBLICATIONS.

XVII. A Member may obtain at half-price, for his own use, copies

of any part of the Publications.

XVIII. The Publications shall be on sale by Agents approved by the

Council and shall be supplied to them at a discount price

fixed by the Council.
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